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CHAPTER I
GENERAL BACKGROUND
Introduction
In his 1933 Leslie Stephen Lecture, published soon
after as The Name and Nature of Poetry, A. E. Housman
comes quite close to equating the effects of poetry, as he
defines it, with the effects of rhetorical figures of
"thought" and "speech" acknowledged by classical rhetoricians.

Two pivotal statements from this lecture s^ibstan-

tiate this view.

First, he defines poetry by isolating it

as a formal art, separate from any belief, philosophy, or
idea—thus stressing rhetorical methodology as the chief
4

criterion of its existence: viz., "Poetry is not the thing
said but a way of saying it."

Second, he contends that

poetry has as its primary function not the communication of
idea or theme but the "transfusion" of emotion; i.e., it is
"not to transmit thought but to set up in the reader's
sense a vibration corresponding to what was felt by the
writer" (S£, p. 172). Moreover, Plousman differentiates
between ideas that can be expressed poetically and others
A. E, Housman, "The Name and Nature of Poetry,"
Selected Prose, ed. John Carter (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ
Press, 1961), p. 187. All textual references to this
essay are hereafter cited by S£ and page number.
1

that cannot, arguing that ideas which "lend themselves
kindly to poetic expression . . . receive from poetry an
enhancement which glorifies and almost transfigures them"
(SP, p. 186). Finally, he suggests that this enhancement
must be perceived as a "separate thing" by means of logical
analysis (S£, p. 186): the implication of this last statement being that the metamorphosis of idea into poetry can
be not only confirmed, but appraised, by an analysis of the
rhetorical elements employed in the poet's "way of saying."
No study, as far as can be discerned, has examined
the relationship of Housman's poetry and classical rhetoric.
B. J. Leggett's observation that "Housman's poetry is more
subtle and more complex than has been acknowledged by his
2
commentators"

provides a sound rationale for a rhetorical

analysis of his poetry, but it also raises the possibility
that such an approach might have certain limitations.
Admittedly, an analysis of Housman's use of classical
rhetoric cannot pretend to account for the total effect of
his aesthetic power and achievement, nor does the presence
of classical rhetoric in any poem, for that matter, automatically mean that "poetry" in Housman's sense of the word
is always achieved. His criticism that "Lucan has rhetoric
2
Housman's Land of Lost Content: A Critical Study
of A Shropshire Lad (Knoxville: Univ. of Tennessee Press,
1970), p. 5-

and epigram but no true poetry" implies as much.

Never-

theless, the study of classical rhetoric in his poems is
significant because it focuses on a little explored facet
of his poetic technique, and especially because it strongly
supports the assertion made on occasion that Housman the
poet did indeed practice the principles expressed by
4
Housman the critic.
To provide a general background for undertaking the
main 'purpose of this study, the following procedures are
essential:

1) an exploration of Housman's knowledge of

classical rhetoric, 2) a clarification of the terminology
in Housman's poetic theory, and 3) a full, critical statement on the validity of rhetorical criticism as applied to
Housman's poems.
Housman's Knowledge of Classical Rhetoric
Certainly, Housman's definition of poetry implies
that he possessed a keen sense of the scope and persuasive power of rhetoric.

The chief corollary that follows

is that he must have drawn, unconsciously or otherwise,
upon a rhetorical tradition to fashion a way of "saying"
3
The Letters of A. E. Housman, ed. Henry Maas
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1961), p. 263.
4
Two recent studies which acknowledge consistency
in Housman's poetic theory and practice are Leggett's
study and—in especial—Wendall K. Sparrow's "From Theory
to Achievement in the Poetry of A. E. Housman," Diss.
Univ. of Kentucky 1973.

for his own verse, and that his background as a classical
scholar uniquely fitted him to use the principles and
devices of classical rhetoric to achieve what he considered
to be the peculiar function of poetry, viz. to initiate
in the reader, as has already been stated, a "vibration
corresponding to what was felt by the writer" (SP, p. 172).
The presence of classical rhetoric in Housman's
verse must be attributed primarily to the fact that he
considered himself to be first and foremost a classical
scholar, an occupation which he claims in a letter to
Witter Bynner by his comment: "My trade is that of professor of Latin." 5 Classical literature captured his interest
early in his youth, and he reveals the probable initiation
of his classical reading in a letter to Maurice Pollet,
recalling that he had encountered Lempriere's Classical
Dictionary at the age of eight.

Some three years later at

Bromsgrove School, according to Norman Marlow, he became
acquainted with Ballads from Herodotus and Sabrina Corolla,
the latter being a collection of poems and short selections
7
translated into Latin and Greek.
By the time he entered
college, classical studies had become his chief interest.
Maud Hawkins suggests that Housman's reading during his
first two years at Oxford almost entirely emphasized

" •

5
6
Housman, Letters, p. 65.
Ibid., p. 32 8.
7
A. E. Housman: Scholar and Poet (Minneapolis:
^ '-"
.L-. Press, 1958), p- 3.

composition and the translation of Latin and Greek literaD

ture.

Assuredly, nothing short of this regimen of classi-

cal exposure could have enabled him to earn a "First Class"
in Classical Moderations in 1879.

A description of the

Classical Moderations examination for which he prepared
appears in the Oxford University Calendar for the Year 1879
and reveals the extensive classical background demanded of
him on this occasion:
All Candidates who seek Honours in Classics are
examined in:
(a) The Greek Text and the contents of the Holy
Gospels:
(b) Translation of unprepared passages, both Greek
and Latin:
(c) Latin Prose:
(d) Not less than five Greek and Latin Authors, to
be selected from the list issued by the Board
of Studies under the conditions published
therewith.
Grammar questions, and questions directly bearing upon
the contents, style, and literary history of the books
offered, are considered an essential part of the
examination.
Papers
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

are also set in the following subjects:—
Greek Prose
Latin Verse
Greek Verse
The elements of Comparative Philology, especially as applied to the illustration of Greek
and Latin inflexions.
(5) The history of the Greek Drama, with Aristotle's
Poetics, except ch. 20 and 25; or as an alternative. The general history of Roman Poetry to
the end of the Augustan Age, with Hor. Epist.
II.1.
(6) The elements of Deductive Logic . . .

^A. E. Housman: Man Behind a Mask (Chicago:
H. Regnery, 1958), p. 87.

Candidates have the opportunity of doing all these
papers, but deficiency in or omission of one or more
of them is no bar to the attainment of the highest
Honours if compensated by the quantity of the other
work offered or the general excellence of their
papers.9
Despite his earning a "First Class" in Moderations,
Housman's rise from student to scholar was not an easy
achievement.

Indeed, he apparently encouraged his own

delay when he failed to provide answers to many of the
questions on the final exam for the B.A. in Classics at
Oxford.

Although the reasons for his failure of the

"Greats" were undoubtedly complex, Tom Burns Haber suggests
that one reason was a "highhanded disregard of the required
courses of study which included not only the Greek and
Latin classics, in which he was proficient . . . but
ancient history and philosophy as well."

Another reason

for his failure, according to Haber, was a "naive, untempered confidence in his own program of reading, which
included a long and absorbed perusal of the love-poetry of
Propertius."
After failing the "Greats," Housman v7orked for a
decade in the London Patent Office as a clerk, slowly
recovering from his earlier apparent failure by publishing
^(Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1879), pp. 90-91.

A. E. Housman, Twayne's English Authors Series, 46,
ed. Sylvia E. Bowman (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1967),
p. 46.
46-47.

a number of articles which attracted the attention of noted
classical scholars, and by 1893, because of his growing
reputation for classical scholarship, he was elected
unanimously to the Latin Chair at University College,
London.

His confident assessment of his own knowledge and

of his ability as a scholar is revealed in his decision to
apply not only for the Latin Chair at University College,
but also for the Greek Chair there as a matter of second
choice.
In light of Housman's extensive classical background, it is not surprising that numerous scholars
generally have suggested two general areas of classical
influence in his poetry:

1) allusions and verbal echoes

from the Greek and Latin poets, and 2) an economy and
simplicity of style clothed in a mode of irony and
restraint.

Very little study has been done, however, to

assess Housman's actual knowledge of classical rhetoric
and the effect of its use in his verse.

To earn honors

in Classical Moderations he had been required to answer
questions "directly bearing upon the contents, style, and
literary history""^^ of works by Greek and Latin authors,
and it seems reasonable to assume that he must have automatically been well acquainted with the works of the
classical rhetoricians as well.

As early as his first

•'•^Oxford University Calendar for the Year 1879,
p. 90.

8
year at Oxford, as a matter of fact, he had demonstrated
an obvious awareness of rhetoric as a means to achieve
definite ends.

Two examples of his sensitivity in this

connection can be found in a letter to his father dated
February 12, 1878.

First, he discusses briefly a sermon

delivered by Edward King and calls attention to "the
exquisitely deprecating way and affected timidity with
which he put his strongest points, and the mournful and
apologetic modulation of his voice where he was pulling
Dean Stanley to pieces, . . . really almost worthy of
Disraeli, and not altogether unlike, were it not for the
deadly earnest, which was rather detrimental to the
oratorical effect."13 Several lines later, he describes
with characteristic wit the oratorical style of James
Frasier, Bishop of Manchester, calling attention to
Frasier's use of an unusual rhetorical device:
In the afternoon, the Bishop of Manchester . . .
commenced operations by blowing his nose, which is a
rhetorical device he has apparently just found out,
and which in the first ecstacy of novelty he uses
with injudicious profusion. . . . He began to plunge
into eloquence, in which he rather staggered. He
even began a sentence with 'Methinks,'—but got
rather bewildered towards the end of it, and so found
time to conclude with a remark about freedom of
conscience, which was calculated to bring dov7n the
house, and then blew his nose in the middle of the
doxology or whatever you call it, to show how little
trouble it had all cost him.l^
13
Housman, Letters, p- 17.
•'•^Ibid. , pp. 18-19.

Following his studies at Oxford, Housman devoted
most of his spare time to the emendation of classical
texts, an activity which necessarily confronted him with
a daily exposure to classical rhetoric.

The predictable

result of this textual study is suggested by an anonymous
writer in the Times Literary Supplement:

"Housman through-

out his life upheld the narrow restriction of the term
'poetry' to verse productive, in his experience, of particular emotional effects.

That definition included most of

the poets on whom he worked, poets like Ovid, Lucan,
Juvenal, and Manilius, whose stock-in-trade was wit, elegance, all kinds of rhetoric.

Housman's textual criticism

of these poets shows he was supremely capable of appreelating these qualities . . . ."15 Thus, it is hardly
surprising that Housman's classical studies contain
numerous observations of rhetorical devices used by
classical writers.

Even a cursory glance at the index of

the Cambridge edition of his Classical Papers verifies
this fact, revealing, as it does, discussions of anaphora,
aposiopesis, hendiadys, hyperbole, pleonasm, synecdoche,
hyperbaton, pun, and zeugma.^^
"The Classical Side of Housman," Times Literary
Supplement, 9 February 1973, pp. 137-38.
16
The Classical Papers of A. E. Housman, ed.
J. Diggle and F. R. D. Goodyear (London: Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1972), III, 1311-18.

10
Although it can be argued that the demonstration of
Housman's knowledge of classical rhetoric does not necessarily establish that he used it consciously in his writing,
the very structure of The Name and Nature of Poetry seems
to suggest a deliberate adherence to conventions of classical rhetoric.

John Carter's belief that even Housman

could not have called the address "rhetorical" stems
basically from Carter's equation of rhetoric with insin17
cerity;
but sincerity is not an issue here. The address
is rhetorical in the classical sense because it can readily
be shown that it conforms to a standard dispositio or
scheme of arrangement established by the classical rhetoricians.

Moreover, the traditional and respected classical

form of the essay is an important constituent of an irony
most certainly appreciated by Housman who chooses to present a rather radical and revolutionary proposal under the
wraps of an ancient and respectable form.
Housman begins the address (in paragraphs 1-3) by
doing what was often done in the exordium or introduction
to a classical discourse.

Thus, in order to conciliate

an audience which he obviously deems somewhat reluctant to
accept him as an authority on the subject of poetry, he
applies ethos in an apology for his own deficiencies:
17
John Carter, ed., A. E. Housman: Selected Prose
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1972), p. x.

11
It is my first duty to acknowledge the honour done
me by those who have in their hands the appointment
of the Leslie Stephen Lecturer. . . . My second
duty is to say that I condemn their judgment and
deplore their choice. . . . I have improved in some
respects and deteriorated in others; but I have not
so much improved as to become a literary critic,
nor so much deteriorated as to fancy that I have
become one. Therefore, you are not to be addressed
in that tone of authority which is appropriate to
those who are, and is assumed by some of those who
conceive themselves to be, literary critics. . . .
I hope however that for brevity's sake, and your
own, you will accept my disclaimer once for all and
that when hereafter I may say that things are thus
and thus, you will not insist on my saying instead
'that I humbly venture to conceive them so or that
I diffidently offer the suggestion to your better
judgment. (SP^, pp. 16 8-69)
Subsequent to this introduction, Housman announces
that his subject is poetry and devotes the second section
of the address (paragraphs 4-26) to the narratio, or
statement of fact, in which he establishes two areas of
difficulty in defining poetry.

First, he discusses the

ambiguity of the term and summarizes various historical
meanings associated with poetry; then, he explores the
difficulty of recognizing poetry when it is present.
Following his discussion of these aspects concerned
with the "name" of poetry, Housman proceeds forthrightly
to the main business of his discourse—the confirmatio or
presentation and proof of his case concerning the "nature"
of poetry (paragraphs 27-37).

At the very outset of this

section, his thesis is boldly stated:

"Poetry is not the

thing said but a way of saying it" (SP, p. 187). It is
=,1^^ i^«v-« A-\.r.4- r..^ "'^-"^d hls contentlon that "meaning is of

12
the intellect, poetry is not" (SP, p. 187). Finally, he
presents his most controversial argument, viz.:

"Poetry

indeed seems to me more physical than intellectual (SP,
p. 193). In this connection he employs two further
rhetorical devices as means of persuasion: namely, testatio
and commemoratio.

The first of these consists of a personal

testimony designed to gain credibility by reminding the
audience that Housman is not just a critic of poetry, but
moreover, a poet qualified to draw inferences from his own
experience:
My opinions on poetry are necessarily tinged,
perhaps I should say tainted, by the circumstance
that I have come into contact with it on two sides.
We were saying a while ago that poetry is a very wide
term, and inconveniently comprehensive: so comprehensive is it that it embraces two books, fortunately
not large ones, of my own. I know how this stuff
came into existence; and though I have no right to
assume that any other poetry came into existence in
the same way, yet I find reason to believe that some
poetry, and quite good poetry, did. (S£, pp. 193-94)
Then, to strengthen his position, he uses the figure of
commemoratio, a quotation from approved authority:

"Words-

worth for instance says that poetry is the spontaneous
overflow of powerful feelings, and Burns has left us this
confession, 'I have two or three times in my life composed
from the wish rather than the impulse, but I never
succeeded to any purpose'" (SP, p. 194). Following this
example, he again turns to testatio, outlining this time
the process involved in the composition of his own verse.

13
Housman concludes his address with a brief, oneparagraph peroration.

Choosing to forego the customary

enumeratio, Housman relies entirely upon affectus to
dispose the audience favorably toward himself.

His effort

is a renewal of the ethical appeal first made in his
exordium.

Beginning with a conventional shov; of concern

for the satiety of the audience, he remarks:

"By this

time you must be sated with anatomy, pathology, and autobiography, and willing to let me retire from my incursion
into the foreign territory of literary criticism (SP,
p. 195). Finally, he buttresses his apology with a direct
appeal to emotion:

"Farewell forever," and recapitulates

it with his concluding statement:

"I will not say with

Coleridge that I recentre my immortal mind in the deep
sabbath of meek self-content; but I shall go back with
relief and thankfulness to my proper job" (S£, p. 195) .
There is hardly any question but that Housman
also consciously used classical rhetoric for carefully
contrived effects in his poems.

He was assuredly aware

of the numerous figures and devices used by the classical
writers, and certainly, also, aware of the emotional and
psychological influence which the classical orators and
poets attributed to rhetoric.

Brian Vickers points out,

for example, that Plutarch stressed the importance of
knowing how—to quote North's translation—"to move
passions and affections thoroughly, which are as stoppes

14
and soundes of the soule, that would be played upon with a
fine fingered hand of a cunning master."

Of course, as

Vickers admits, one can always argue as M. M. Mahood does
in her study Shakespeare's Wordplay that "while the books
of rhetoric can show us how the average Elizabethan was
taught to embellish his Latin and English verses they tell
us nothing of the poetic and dramatic function of these
ornaments.

Naming the parts does not show us what makes
19
the gun go off."
Nevertheless, Vickers answers this

argument by observing that unless "you know the parts and
can manipulate them in the right order the gun will not
20
go off!"
Housman not only knew the parts; he also was in
a unique position as a classical scholar to observe, time
after time, the emotional power of the figures. Moreover,
he realized his knowledge of rhetoric, not merely by
acquainting himself with the books of rhetorical rules,
but by close study of the artful use of the figures in
classical literature.
Housman's Distinction Between Poetry,
Poem, and Idea
Certain remarks in The Name and Nature of Poetry
indicate that Housman sees a sharp distinction between
18
North's translation as cited by Brian Vickers,
Classical Rhetoric in English Poetry (London: Macmillan,
1970), p. 83.
•'•^Ibid., p. 91.
^°Ibid.

15
poetry and the poem; that is, poems may contain two kinds
of ingredients—poetry and nonpoetry.

Thus, he suggests:

"If a man is insensible to poetry, it does not follow
that he gets no pleasure from poems.

Poems very seldom

consist of poetry and nothing else; and pleasure can be
derived also from their other ingredients.

I am convinced

that most readers, when they think that they are admiring
poetry, are deceived by inability to analyse their sensations', and that they are really admiring, not the poetry of
the passage before them, but something else in it, which
they like better than poetry" (SP^, p. 185) . He further
develops this argument by providing two illustrations for
what he means by ingredients other than poetry in poems.
In the first example, which has to do with religious verse,
he contends that those "devout women" who believe that Keble
has written "the most beautiful poetry" are not reacting
to the poetry but to the ideas in Keble's poems.

"Good

religious poetry," he declares, "whether in Keble or Dante
or Job, is likely to be most justly appreciated and most
discriminatingly relished by the undevout" (S£, p. 185) ;
for the undevout are less likely to let their aesthetic
judgment be swayed by an automatic intellectual assent to
the ideas in the poem.
In a second illustration which deals with the
attitude of Wordsworthians toward the poetry of Wordsworth,
HnncTnp.r. ar-mioc +-h=>-»- +-hey have praised his poetry for the

16
wrong qualities:

"To that thrilling utterance which

pierces the heart and brings tears to the eyes of thousands
who care nothing for his opinions and beliefs they were not
noticeably sensitive; and however justly they admired the
depth of his insight into human nature and the nobility of
his moral ideas, these things, with which his poetry was
in close and harmonious alliance, are distinct from poetry
itself" (S£, p. 186). This observation recalls the rhetorical foundation of Housman's definition of poetry and
its isolation of poetry from idea, i.e., his belief that
"poetry is not the thing said but a way of saying it"
(SP, p. 187).
In view of his strong articulation of this distinction, it is perhaps a bit surprising that such a large
body of Housman criticism has focused on the relative
merits of the ideas in his poems rather than on the rhetorical strategies of his "way of saying."

Robert W- Stall-

man, for example, introduces the "Poetry and Belief"
section of his 194 5 annotated bibliography of Housman
criticism with the statement that "Housman's own poetry,
contrary to his theory, is not without meaning or belief"
(italics added). 21 Stallman's observation obviously does
not consider the theoretical distinction already stated
that Housman makes between poetry and idea, a distinction
21
"Annotated Bibliography of A. E. Housman:
Critical Study," PMLA 60 (June 1945), 486.

A

17
so firm in his mind, indeed, that he argues in a letter to
his brother:

"I did not say that poetry was the better for

having no meaning, only that it can best be detected so."^^
In this respect, although studies of the ideas and
arguments in Housman's poems have maintained rather convincingly at times that he does not provide a consistent
philosophical system of solutions to many of the problems
23
raised by his poems,
this discovery simply becomes
irrelevant if we accept the rhetorical focus of his
definition.

As Housman says, "Meaning is of the intellect,

poetry is not . . . intellect is not the fount of poetry
. . . it may actually hinder its production" (SP,
pp. 187-88).

Even I. A. Richards (who reportedly criticized

Housman's Leslie Stephen Lecture by saying, "This has set
24
us back ten years" ) warns against judging poetry on the
basis of its intellectual content. 25
22
Housman, Letters, p. 335.
23
B. J. Leggett cites various critical works that
attack Housman in this connection in Housman's Land of
Lost Content, pp. 10-11.
24
Richard Aldington's account in A. E. Housman and
W. B. Yeats (Hurst, Berkshire: Peacock Press, 1955),
p. 11.
25
Practical Criticism: A Study of Literary Judgment (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1929), p. 262.
Richards writes: "The habit of attaching emotional belief
only to intellectually certified ideas is strong in some
people; it is encouraged by some forms of education; it is
perhaps becoming, through the increased prestige of
science, more common. For those whom it conquers it means
' GnnHhvp*

-hn

no<=>-f-•r\7

•"

18
In light of what has already been suggested,
Housman's use of classical rhetoric can be expected to
operate in both the poetic and in the nonpoetic dimensions
of his poems.

For example, in the poetic dimension, his

use of classical rhetoric functions as a help in shaping
the poetry and intensifying the idea sufficiently enough
that the vibration in the reader spoken of earlier may
occur.

On the other hand, in the nonpoetic or intellectual

dimension of his poems, classical rhetoric also functions,
though in a less significant way, in the arguments which
the personae of his poems often employ in their search for
solutions to life's ironies and incongruities.
The Validity of Rhetorical Criticism
With Respect to Housman'.s Poems
Rhetorical criticism has been both defended and
attacked in modern critical theory.

In an eloquent

defense of v/hat has been generally pinpointed among the
critical generas as rhetorical criticism, Maynard Mack
writes:

"It grows plainer every day that literary study

in our part of the twentieth century has been very considerably stimulated by one important event . . . the
26
gradual reemergence of rhetoric."
Mack defines rhetorical criticism as "a number of interpretive skills and
assumptions about literature that under the name of
^^"The Muse of Satire," Yale Review 41 (Autumn
1951), 80.

19
rhetoric once formed part of the medieval trivium and
together with grammar made up a study somewhat resembling
27
what we now call literary explication."
In connection
with this definition. Mack goes on to suggest that the
so-called "new criticism," with its emphasis on a close
reading of the text, has been "an effort, often fumbling,
often brilliant, to recapture some of the older exegetical
skills, or at any rate to formulate their equivalents, for
28
modern use."
The field of rhetorical criticism, however,
is considerably broader in scope than the field of "new
criticism" which by and large rules out all external considerations in the study of a given work.

Edward P. J. Cor-

bett contends, "Rhetorical criticism too gets the student
back to the text, but it also allows him to consider the
author who wrote the work and the audience who receives
29
the work."

Corbett further argues that because rhetori-

cal criticism endeavors "to ascertain the particular posture or image that the author is establishing in this
particular work in order to produce a particular effect on
a particular audience,"

it is consistent with the

Pragmatic Criticism defined by,M. H. Abrams in The Mirror
and the Lamp as that scrutiny which looks at a work
Ibid.

Ibid., p. 81.

29
"Introduction," Rhetorical Analyses of Literary
Works (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1969), p. xviii.
30-,. .

20
"chiefly as a means to an end, an instrument for getting
something done," and which thereby "tends to judge its
value according to its success in achieving that aim."^"*"
This kind of critical approach is particularly valuable
with respect to Housman's poetry since he so carefully
defines poetry as a means of achieving a definite aim—the
transfusing of emotion.
As critics of Housman's verse have observed, its
peculiar power lies in its capacity to arouse a keen
emotional response from the audience.

As we have seen,

emotion is, in his poetic theory, the criterion for identifying the very presence of poetry; obviously however,
this identification demands that poetry be viewed as emotional effect, and, in one sense, to take this approach is
dangerous because emotions are private experiences which
can be recreated or communicated with only questionable
accuracy.

Attempts to do so are—perhaps at best—mere

suggestions to those in the audience who have shared
comparable experiences.

Thus, because in using the

methods of rhetorical criticism one must assess the implied
emotional effect in an audience, one must be careful not
to be accused of falling into the trap of the Intentional
and Affective Fallacies defined by W. K. Wimsatt in his
well known essay "The Affective Fallacy"—though it is the
31
M. H. A b r a m s , The M i r r o r and t h e Lamp (New York:
Oxford

TTniv-

Pr<^Q^

1953),

p.

15.

21
contention of Edward Corbett that Wimsatt actually defends
rhetorical criticism in his own arguments relative to the
32
two fallacies,
especially in stressing, as he does, the
relevance of analyzing emotion in poetry. 33
Nevertheless, in order to guard against the possible
pitfalls of impressionism and subjectivism to which rhetorical criticism might appear to be subject, the main body
of the present dissertation will limit almost all introduction of biographical and historical information,
employing it, as has already been done, only in those
instances where such information helps to establish:
1) the fact of the existence of a strong relationship
between classical rhetorical principles and Housman's
poetic theory as it is revealed in The Name and Nature of
Poetry and elsewhere; and 2) the fact that the classical
rhetorical devices isolated and defined by the major
critics of the classical period themselves also appear as
a strong force in Housman's own poetic effort—that, for
example, Housman employed classical figures of "thought"
32
Corbett, p. xix.
^ \ . K. Wimsatt, "The Affective Fallacy," The
Verbal Icon (Lexington: Univ. of Kentucky Press, 1954),
p. 34. Wimsatt writes: The more specific the account of
the em.otion induced by a poem, the more nearly it will be
an account of the reasons for emotion, the poem itself,
and the more reliable it will be as an account of what the
poem is likely to induce in other—sufficiently informedreaders. It will in fact supply the kind of information
which v/ill enable readers to respond to the poem."
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and "speech" (in Corbett's words, devices "capable of
producing an effect of a certain kind on an audience"^^)
consciously and deliberately, with both a thorough knowledge of their aesthetic value and of their potential
effectiveness for the modern poet.
34^ ^
Corbett, p. xxi.

CHAPTER II
THE CLASSICAL NATURE OF HOUSMAN'S
POETIC THEORY
The classicality of Housman's poems is hardly a
new topic in Housman criticism.

Perhaps the most persis-

tent controversy concerning the nature of Housman's verse
has been the issue of classicism versus romanticism
incited by Cyril Connolly in The New Statesman and Nation
shortly after Housman's death in 1936.

Since that time,

debate over this issue has seen frequent revival with more
recent critics agreeing that in various ways Housman's
verse combines elements of both classicism and romanti2
cism.

Very little has been said, however, about the

classical nature of Housman's poetic theory, which once
established, becomes quite germane to the study of classical rhetoric in his poems.
Replies to this attack by F. L. Lucas, Martin
Cooper, L. P. Wilkinson, and John Sparrov/ also appeared in
The New Statesman and Nation; the entire exchange is also
reprinted in A. E. Housman, ed. Christopher Ricks (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968), pp. 35-50.
See Christopher Ricks, "The Nature of Housman's
Poetry," A. E. Housman: A Collection of Critical Essays
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968), p. 106;
F. W. Bateson, "The Poetry of Emphasis," Ibid., pp. 134-35;
and Gerard Reedy, S. J., "Housman's Use of Classical Convention," Victorian Poetry, 6 (Spring 1968), 51-61.
23
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Before examining the significant parallels between
Housman's critical statements about poetry and statements
made by some of the prominent, ancient rhetoricians, it
should be noted that although many of these classical
rhetoricians emphasized oratory as a vehicle for classical
rhetoric, poetry and classical rhetoric have always been
inherently related.

Elaborating on this kinship, Marvin T.

Herrick contends that the ancients "rightly regarded
oratory and poetry as cognate arts, nourished by the same
principles of logic, grammar, and rhetoric"; that, indeed,
Plato and Aristotle often treated rhetoric and poetry
together, and that Cicero, "time and again drew upon
poetry . . . for illustrations of rhetorical principles."

3

In the same context, G. M. A. Grube observes that Aristotle
"defines the best style in prose and poetry in exactly
the same words: that it should be clear without being mean
or common, the only difference being that poetry can use
certain kinds of ornamentation more freely."

Thus, for

the purposes of this study, the principles cited from
works of classical rhetoricians v/ith regard to Housman's
poetic theory may be considered as tantamount to those of
poetry.
3
"The Place of Rhetoric in Poetic Theory,"
Quarterly Journal of Speech, 34 (1948), 3.
"Rhetoric and Literary Criticism," Quarterly
Journal of Speech, 42 (1956), 340.
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A further significance lies in the fact that
Housman's critical stance was classically derived.

For

though he informs his audience in The Name and Nature of
Poetry that they are not being addressed "in that tone of
authority which is appropriate to . . . literary critics,"

5

his statement should not be taken to mean that he does
not often echo classical tradition as part of his claim
to speak as a qualified critic of poetry.

For example, he

says: • "All my life long the best literature of several
languages has been my favorite recreation; and good literature continually read for pleasure must, let us hope, do
some good to the reader: must quicken his perception though
dull, and sharpen his discrimination though blunt, and
mellow the rawness of his personal opinions" (SP^, p. 169).
The ancient rhetoricians similarly placed strong emphasis
upon wide exposure to great literature as a criterion of
sound criticism.

Longinus, for example, describes the

qualified critic as a "man of sense, well-versed in
literature,"^ and Horace suggests that literature (poetry)
is both dulce et utile—that is it teaches delightfully.
^A. E. Housman: Selected Prose, ed. John Carter
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1961), p. 169. All
textual references to this essay are hereafter cited by
SP and page number.
^"On the Sublime," Aristotle: The Poetics;
"Longinus": On the Sublime; Demetrius: On Style, trans.
W. Hamilton Fyfe, Loeb Classical Library (London:
William Heinemann, Ltd., 1927), p. 139. All textual
references to this translatioi are hereafter cited by
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In support of Horace's often cited dictum on poetry.
Professor Roger Hornsby maintains that the ancient concept
of docere et delectare is not to be taken lightly:
"Docere means fundamentally to know, to show, as v/ell as
to tell, to inform"; and he concludes:

"The failure to

give the full connotative value to this word has reduced
that noble phrase to a cliche which falsifies the ancient
7
world and its perception."

On the basis of these obser-

vations, it should be evident from Housman's professed
omniligence that he claims a critical authority endorsed
by the ancients.
Housman's verse and poetic theory can be studied
in the light of two general systems used by classical
rhetoricians to describe rhetoric:

1) Aristotle's tripartite

formula of ethos, pathos, and logos, and 2) the first three
divisions of the five-part outline used by later rhetoricians and specifically enumerated by Cicero as inventio,
dispositio, and elocutio.

The Aristotelian concepts of

ethos and logos are more applicable to Housman's verse than
to his theory and will therefore receive relatively little
attention at this point in our discussion.

Pathos, on

the other hand, represents theoretically the very essence
of poetic power and thus deserves more detailed attention.
7
"The Relevance of Ancient i^iterature: Recapitulation and Comment," Papers in Rhetoric and Poetic, ed.
Donald C. Bryant (Iowa City: Univ. of Iowa Press, 1965),
p. 92.
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Housman and Aristotle's Formula
Ethos and Logos
For an adequate understanding of Housman's relationship to Aristotle's threefold formula, some comments
on Aristotle's ethos and logos are necessary.

Ethos—i.e.,

the weight of authority derived from the audience's estimate of the speaker—is achieved in poetry by means of the
persona, the subject of much discussion among Housman
critics. 8 Though his use of this device is not central to
this study, two observations about the classical aspects
of Housman's personae should be made in passing.
the poetic persona is of classical derivation.

First,

Roger

Hornsby notes that ancient "poets such as Hesiod and
Pindar as well as Horace constantly used it . . . consciously and deliberately."

Second—and in specific

connection with Housman's use of ethos—Louise Jaffe
observes two distinct types of personae in his verse.

She

suggests, for example, that the persona in A Shropshire
Lad is that of a young, naive rustic, V7hereas in Last
Poems and in More Poems "consciously less" use is made of
a "quasi-naive" persona; the voice is instead "that of an
older more sophisticated man."

Although Jaffe does not

o

For a study of Housman's use of the persona m
connection with classicism, see Louise Jaffe, "A. E.
Housman: Poet and Persona," Diss. Univ. of Nebraska 1965.
^Hornsby, p. 91.

"'•^Jaffe, pp. 104-105.
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note the fact, these two kinds of personae are actually
classical in the sense that they resemble two representative types categorically described by Aristotle.

In the

Rhetoric, Aristotle's young men are naively "prone to pity,
because they think everyone to be essentially good, or,
at any rate, better than people really are," judging their
fellows "by their own guilelessness" and therefore assuming that their "sufferings are undeserved."

This senti-

ment,* recurrent in many of Housman's poems, is exemplified
in the lament of the young speaker in A Shropshire Lad
IX: 12
There sleeps in Shrewsbury jail to-night.
Or wakes, as may betide,
A better lad, if things went right,
Than most that sleep outside.
And naked to the hangman's noose
The morning clocks will ring
A neck God made for other use
Than strangling in a string.

(11. 13-20)

In contrast, Housman's older and more experienced
persona resembles Aristotle's description of elderly men
who have lost every semblance of youthful idealism.

"The

old," writes Aristotle, "have lived long, have been often
deceived, have made many mistakes of their own; they see
•^•^The Rhetoric of Aristotle, trans. Lane Cooper
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1932), p. 134.
•^^Complete Poems, The Centennial Edition (New York:
Henry Holt and Co., 1959), p. 21. All textual references
to Housman's poems are from this edition and are hereafter
cited by CP and page number.
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that more often than not the affairs of men turn out badly,
. . . that is they are disposed to put the worse construction on everything."

Again, "They are slow to hope;

partly from experience—since things generally go wrong,
or at all events seldom turn out well" (Rhetoric,
2.13.134-35). 13 This point of view is virtually that
expressed by Housman himself at the age of forty-one in
a letter to Gilbert Murray written April 23, 1900:

"When

man gets rid of a great trouble he is easier for a little
while, but not for long:

Nature instantly sets to work to

weaken his power of sustaining trouble, and very soon
seven pounds is as heavy as fourteen pounds used to be.
. . . It looks to me as if the state of mankind always
had been and always v/ould be a state of just tolerable
discomfort."

Moreover, there can be little doubt that

it is this very same voice which speaks in the introductory poem to More Poems (CP, p. 155):
They say my verse is sad: no wonder;
Its narrow measure spans
Tears of eternity, and sorrow,
Not mine but man's.
This is for all ill-treated fellows
Unborn and unbegot.
For them to read when they're in trouble
And I am not.
•^^Aristotle, pp. 134-35.
•^"^The Letters of A. E. Housman, ed. Henry Maas
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1971), p. 52.
All textual references to Housman's letters are from this
^/^-: 4--;^r^ =^^ -^^^ V---—£^-j. cited by Letters and page number.
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With respect to logos, Robert M. Browne suggests
that some of the arguments used by the speakers in Housman's
poems adhere to principles of classical oratory; 15 however,
Aristotle's logos, the force of the arguments employed by
a speaker or writer, lies in a less effectual echelon of
Housman's rhetorical repertoire because it operates solely
upon the level of intellectual communication.

And since

Housman relegates argument or idea to a lesser rhetorical
plane than that occupied by what he defines as poetry, the
principle of logos should not, just as ethos does not,
deserve more than a passing concern in an analysis of
Housman's classical rhetoric.
Pathos
The element of pathos, in contrast, since it is
the speaker's power of working on or appealing to the
emotion of the audience, must constitute a vital concern
of this study, being, as it were, the very wellspring of
Housman's poetic theory, especially evident in his efforts
at defining poetry and its function.

In this connection,

strong parallels exist between Housman and the classical
critic, Longinus, particularly in that Housman's definition of poetry is almost completely synonymous with
Longinus' concept of "sublimity" in his treatise On the
"^^"The Shropshire Lad as Funeral Orator,"
Quarterly Journal of Speech, 57 (1971), 134.
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Sublime.

In principle, both terms seek to isolate a

subjectively perceived, aesthetic criterion proclaimed to
be grand, sublime, and magnificent.

Moreover, this

criterion, which may be more accurately described as an
"intensity of excitement," is one of the rhetorical products of pathos.

For Housman it is achieved by "a way of

saying"; for Longinus, by "a distinction of language"
which singularly gives the "greatest poets and historians
their pre-eminence and . . . everlasting fame" (Sublime,
p. 125).
An exact definition of this aesthetic intensity is
somewhat elusive with respect to both Housman and Longinus,
and yet its presence can be detected by rather direct
means.

For example, Longinus contends that "judgement in

literature is the last fruit of ripe experience" (Sublime,
p. 137) , and he suggests further that a specific test may
be used to identify sublimity:

"If, then, a man of sense,

well-versed in literature, after hearing a passage several
times finds that it does not affect him with a sense of
sublimity, and does not leave behind in his mind more food
for thought than the mere words at first suggest, but
rather that on careful consideration it sinks in his esteem,
then it cannot really be the true sublime, if its effect
does not outlast the moment of utterance. . . . It is
irksome, nay, impossible, to resist its effect: the memory
of it is stubborn and Indelible" (Sublime, p. 139). The
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occasion of Housman's attempt to explain his own reaction
to two versions of a verse translated from the Psalms
results in the conclusion that true poetry can be perceived
by a similar experiment:

"As for the seventh verse of the

forty-ninth Psalm in the Book of Common Prayer, 'But no
man may deliver his brother, nor make agreement unto God
for him,' that is to me poetry so moving that I can hardly
keep my voice steady in reading it.

And that this is

the effect of language I can ascertain by experiment: the
same thought in the bible version, 'None of them can by
any means redeem his brother, nor give to God a ransom
for him,' I can read without emotion" (S£, p. 187). The
pathos, according to Housman, can thus be recognized at
once because of certain effects engendered within himself,
as an experienced reader.
Housman, accordingly, contends that ideas which
lend themselves to poetic expression effect in the reader
"a transfusion of emotion."

It is revealing to compare

this conclusion with Longinus' assertion that "nothing
makes the style so great as genuine emotion in the right
place," inspiring the words with "the breath of madness"
and filling it with "divine afflatus" (Sublime, p. 143).
Longinus further concludes that sublime passages "exercise
an irresistible power of mastery and get the upper hand
with every member of the audience" (Sublime, p. 125).
This is a statement -t-n which Housman could give full
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assent since he argues that when poetry attains its highest
promise, it "moves and touches in a special and recognizable way"; it is "lofty," "magnificent," "intense"; its
effect is to "transport with rapture," to "overwhelm with
awe," to "stab the heart," to "shake the soul," and to
"take the breath away" (SP^, p. 172) . Furthermore, his
belief that the poet transfuses emotion rather than transmitting thought is yet another classical concept espoused
by both Aristotle and Longinus.

It is useful to recall

Housman's exact words explaining this process; namely,
that the transfusion of emotion stirs "in the reader's
sense a vibration corresponding to what was felt by the
writer" (SP, p. 172).
On this same point, Lawrence Rosenfield argues
that if a general conception of process is derived from
the metaphysical works of Aristotle, assuming that the
extant Aristotelian corpus represents a unified and
consistent philosophical view, then one ought to be able
to apply this same derived notion of process to an interpretation of Aristotle's observations about rhetoric.
In such an application, continues Rosenfield, "emphasis
on the transmission of ideas gives ground to determination
of how and why the qualities of the message stimulate the
•^^"Rhetorical Criticism and an Aristotelian Notion
of Process," Speech Monographs, 33 (1966), 6-7.
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listener as they do."

Thus, Rosenfield concludes that

in Aristotle "the figure which best captures the communicator's role . . . is not that of puppeteer, who manipulates his audience according to his skill at persuasion,
but that of a midwife, who focuses and directs energies
18
inherent in the listener himself."
Addressing himself
to the second of these concepts, Longinus explains that
sublimity comes from a kind of "melody in words—words
which are a part of man's nature and reach not his ears
only but his very soul—stirring as it does myriad ideas
of words, thoughts, things, beauty, melody, all of which
are born and bred in us; while, moreover, by the blending
of its own manifold tones it brings into the hearts of the
bystanders the speaker's actual emotion so that all who
hear him share in it" (Sublime, p. 235). Similarly, when
Housman maintains that poetry finds its way to "something
in man which is obscure and latent, something older than
the present organization of his nature (S£, p. 192-93),
he echoes Longinus' admonition that sublimity does not
affect the hearing alone, but the very soul.

Consequently,

he suggests, Pope and Swinburne "address themselves
frankly and almost exclusively to what may be called the
external ear," whereas the poetry of "the first order
. . . is addressed to the inner chambers of the sense of
•"•^Ibid. , p. 8.

-"-^Ibid.
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hearing, to the junction between the ear and the brain."
Thus the poet, when he uses pathos effectively to direct
the inherent components of emotion in the listener, the
result is the "spell" noted by Longinus; that "complete
mastery" over the mind which occurs when the audience
shares in the actual emotion of the poet (Sublime, p. 235).
When Housman thus refers to poetry as "that
thrilling utterance which pierces the heart" (SP, p. 182),
he is acknowledging the power of pathos embraced in two
classical interpretations of the phenomenon of emotional
transference in poetry, that of Aristotle and that discussed
in the Ad Herennium.

The Aristotelian notion of process,

described earlier, is that which focuses and directs
inherent energies in the reader so that they set up a
common vibration.

To describe the phenomenon in his ov/n

terms, Housman uses a variation of the word "thrill"
meaning, in this sense, "to move tremulously or with
vibration; to quiver or vibrate. . . . To cause to quiver;
20
to throw into vibration."
The transfusion process
between poet and audience described by him is strikingly
similar to that which occurs in the production of resonance or sympathetic tones in acoustics in the sense that
"any sound-producing body, such as a stretched string, or
•^^"Swinburne," The American Scholar, 39 (Winter
]969-70), 66. All textual references to this essay are
cited hereafter by Swinburne and page number.
20
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any cavity, has one particular note to which it will
respond if the same note is sounded in its neighborhood."^"'"
Further evidence for Housman's sense of this particular
analogy can be seen in his description of physical symptoms
precipitated in the reader who encounters and recognizes
true poetry:
Poetry indeed seems to me more physical than intellectual. A year or two ago, in common with others, I
received from America a request that I would define
poetry. I replied that I could no more define poetry
•than a terrier can define a rat, but that I thought
we both recognised the object by the symptoms which
it provokes in us. . . . Experience has taught me,
when I am shaving of a morning, to keep watch over
my thoughts, because, if a line of poetry strays
into my memory, my skin bristles so that the razor
ceases to act. This particular symptom is accompanied
by a shiver down the spine. (SP^, p. 19 3)
In another sense, which is also classical in
nature, Housman's use of "thrilling" suggests the metathetic form of thirl which means "to pierce, to run through
22
or into (a body) as a sharp-pointed instrument does."
This belief that pathos imparts to the reader a sense of
being stabbed or wounded is a classical concept which goes
back at least to the Ad Herennium in the history of
classical rhetoric.

The author of this treatise, when

discussing the difference between colon and articulus,
argues that the latter figure "strikes more quickly and
21
J. A. F. Maitland, "Sympathetic Tone, Resonance,
or Vibration," Grove's Dictionary of Music and I4usicians
(1937).
22
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frequently" than the former because "in the first figure
it seems that the arm draws back and the hand whirls
about to bring the sword to the adversary's body, while in
the second his body is as it were pierced with quick and
23
repeated thrusts."
The image is found again in the
Ad Herennium's discussion of conduplicatio:

"The reitera-

tion of the same word makes a deep impression on the hearer
and inflicts a major wound upon the opposition—as if a
weapon should repeatedly pierce the same part of the
24
body."
In addition, Quintilian writes that rhetorical
figures give the speaker who commands them the ability to
fight "not merely with effective, but flashing weapons."^^
Housman specifically isolates this effect in connection
with poetry when he states:

"There is a third [physical

symptom of poetry] which I can only describe by borrowing
a phrase from one of Keats's last letters, where he says,
speaking of Fanny Brawne, 'everything that reminds me of
her goes through me like a spear.'

The seat of this sensa-

tion is the pit of the stomach" (S£, p. 19 3) .
23
[Cicero], Ad. C. Herennium; De Rationi Dicendi
(Rhetorica ad Herennium), trans. Harry Caplan, Loeb Classical Library (London: William Heinemann, Ltd., 1954), p. 297
^"^Ibid. , p. 325.
25
Quintilian, The Institutio Oratoria of Quintilian,
trans. H. E. Butler, Loeb Classical Library (London:
William Heinemann, Ltd., 1953), III, 213. All textual
references to this translation are hereafter cited by
Institutes, volume number, and page number.
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Inventio, Dispositio, and Elocutio
The second classical system of rhetoric that can
be associated with Housman's poetic theory is that fivepart scheme which had become generally standardized by the
time of the Latin rhetoricians:

Invention (inventio),

Arrangement (dispositio), Style (elocutio), Memory
(memoria), and Delivery (actio).

This scheme is basically

outlined in Cicero's De Oratore, and even more clearly
defined in the Ad Herennium as follov/s:

"Invention is the

devising of matter, true or plausible, that would make the
case convincing.

Arrangement is the ordering and distri-

bution of the matter, making clear the place to which each
thing is to be assigned.

Style is the adaptation of

suitable words and sentences to the matter devised.

Memory

is the firm retention in the mind of the matter, words,
and arrangement.

Delivery is the graceful regulation of
26
voice, countenance, and gesture."
Obviously, memory and
delivery are of no concern in the writing of poetry;
however, in his poetic theory, Housman matches very closely
by his own phrasing the topics of Invention, Arrangement,
and Style.
Inventio
Inventio, or Invention, as the first step in the
sequence of communication, implies inspiration, creativity,
^^[Cicerol. D. 7
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and exploration.

Though the poet may not know how his

ideas come, any particular utterance on his part suggests
that he has a choice of ideas; hence, in its classical
sense, Inventio can be defined best as a process of idea
selection.

Since Housman defines poetry as a special "way

of saying," it follows that the poet must, in Cicero's
words, "first hit upon what to say." 27
With regard to Invention, it may be pointed out
that," as suggested earlier in this study, Housman differentiates between the rhetorical or poetic components of a
poem and the ideas which make those components possible;
i.e., poetry exists "because of the words in which the
idea is clothed" (SIP, p. 187) . He further admits that
ideas and poetry are "in close and harmonious alliance"
(SP, p. 186), and that in most verse "poetry is less
often . . . disengaged from its usual concomitants, from
certain things [ideas] with which it naturally unites
itself and seems to blend indistinguishably" (S£, p. 192).
As a result, the feeling with which a poem is read can
sometimes be called "composite," since "one constituent
is supplied by the depth and penetrating truth of the
thought" (S£, p. 192). At the same time, however, he
strongly maintains that the stimulus derived from the
^"^Cicero, De Oratore, trans. E. W. Sutton and
H. Rackham, rev. ed., Loeb Classical Library (London:
William Heinemann, Ltd., 1959), I, 142.
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idea is of secondary importance to the emotional effect
created by the rhetorical (or poetical) expression of that
idea.

Using verses from Blake for illustration, he says

that "the meaning is a poor foolish disappointing thing in
comparison with the verses themselves," and Housman goes
on to state that he is "not equal to framing definite ideas
which would match that magnificent versification and
correspond to the strong tremor of unreasonable excitement
which those words set up in some region deeper than the
mind" (S£, pp. 191-92).
Invention is obviously important to Housman, and
it is not a limiting factor in poetry as long as the
selection of ideas is ruled by emotional goals.2 8 The
28
This relegation of the poem's idea to a secondary
status V70uld appear to be a major point of departure from
Longinus' belief that the first and most important source
of sublimity is the ability to form weighty ideas (Sublime,
p. 141). The contradiction, however, is more apparent than
real. A close look at V7hat both Longinus and Housman say
about the role of idea in achieving sublimity suggests that
Housman's view is but a focused refinement of Longinus'
broad discussion of the sources of sublimity. Longinus'
five sources are integrally related to one another and do
not necessarily act independently to produce sublimity.
Furthermore, it is significant that a rhetorical foundation—a command of language—underlies all five sources.
Moreover, Longinus believes the two most important sources
of sublimity to be innate qualities within the writer who,
before he begins to write, must be capable of grand conceptions and must be sensitive to the stimulus of inspired
emotion. These two innate gifts are products of genius
while the remaining sources are, in contrast, products of
art. Housman and Longinus disagree only in respect to
which of the first two sources is more important, and this
disagreement arises in large part from a difference in
scope. Longinus attempts to account for sublimity in a
spectrum of discourse hrnad enough to include historians
ets. Housman, on the other hand.
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general principle of selection thus suggested can be seen
in the relative order he imposes on three categories of
ideas which he associates with poetic expression.

Poetry,

he declares ("in itself is simply a tone of the voice, a
particular way of saying things") is chiefly concerned
with three broad areas:

1) the "Human affection, and

those emotions which we assign to the heart"; 2) "the
world of thought; the contemplation of life and the universe"; and 3) "external nature as perceived by the senses"
(Swinburne, p. 74). Nevertheless, in further qualifying
remarks, Housman makes it clear that not every idea will
lend itself to poetic expression, and in defense of this
notion, offers further specific principles of selection.
For example, his assessment of Swinburne's Invention
implies that the proper ideas for poetry should be the
"true center" of the poet's interests and that his subjects and ideas should be "thoroughly loved and understood"
(Swinburne, p. 64). He goes on to say that Swinburne's
greatest flaw as a lyricist is that "he was merely a
writer in search of a subject, and a tinder-box that any
spark would set on fire," and he concludes that Swinburne
was therefore "chiefly occupied with bad subjects or with
subjects not suited to his genius" (Swinburne, p. 65).
These remarks clearly echo Horace's advice to the writer
narrows his focus to the work of the poet and perceives
\Lz:' '' • i .j^.'^ ^^fcio;!;, rather than idea, to be the fount
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in search of a subject:

"Choose a subject that is suited

to your abilities . . . give long thought to what you are
capable of undertaking, and what is beyond you."^^
Housman also addresses the necessary role of imagination in poetic Invention as he reproves the eighteenthcentury poets for choosing only those ideas which fall into
the narrow spectrum governed by their perception of reason
and practicality.

He writes:

"The human faculty which

dominated the eighteenth century and informed its literature was the intelligence, and that involved, as Arnold
says, 'some repressing and silencing of poetry,' 'some
touch of frost to the imaginative life of the soul.'

Man

had ceased to live from the depths of his nature; he
occupied himself for choice with thoughts which do not
range beyond the sphere of understanding" (S£, p. 176).
This view, according to M. H. Abrams, places Housman
"among the left-wingers in the Longinian tradition,"^^
The close similarities between Housman's and Longinus'
thoughts on this issue, however, tend to deny the notion
of a mere traditional influence.

Housman's indictment of

the eighteenth-century poets is a view to which Longinus
29
"On the Art of Poetry," Classical Literary
Criticism; Aristotle: On the Art of Poetry; Horace; On
the Art of Poetry; Longinus: On the Sublime, trans.
T. S. Dorsch (Baltimore: Penguin Classics, 1965), p. 80.
30
The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and
the Critical Tradition (New York: Oxford Univ. Press,
1Qt;'5\

r^
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would surely have given full assent; viz.:

"But if a man

shrinks at the very thought of saying anything that
exceeds the comprehension of his own time, then must all
the conceptions of that man's nature be like some blind,
half-formed embryo, all too abortive for the life of posthumous fame" (Sublime, p. 171).
Equally significant to Housman's view, the classical concept of Invention is his basic belief that the
poet's ideas should be "the source of his genuine and
spontaneous emotions" (Swinburne, p. 64). The sincerity
of the poet's emotions is held to be a necessity by
Quintilian, who writes:

"The prime essential for stirring

the emotions of others is, in my opinion, first to feel
those emotions oneself" (Institutes, III, 431-33); as
also for Longinus who feels that the stimulus of emotion,
and the ideas which are the source of this stimulus, are
"for the most part congenital" (Sublime, p. 141). Housman finds them similarly to constitute the "first stage"
in the "passive and involuntary process" of producing
poetry (SP, p. 194). Opposition to this anti-intellectual
approach to Invention has been strongly voiced by Ezra
Pound and I. A. Richards, whose criticism has encouraged
B. J. Leggett to conclude that Housman's Leslie Stephen
Lecture "thus seemed to confirm what Housman's verse also
suggested: [that] he was hopelessly out of touch with the
kind of r>o<^+-rv whir-In "D'^v-nd was then championing and with
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the kind of scientific criticism for which Richards is
now well known."

In his concluding remarks on this com-

parison, Leggett declares that "the conception of poetry
and criticism offered by Housman represented a frontal
attack on the scientific criticism of Richards and his
31
school."
Although this may be true, it is useful at the
same time to note that I. A. Richards himself argues that
true poetry stirs genuine emotion in the reader, stating:
When our response to a poem after our best efforts
remains uncertain, when we are unsure whether the
feeling it excites comes from a deep source in our
experience, whether our liking or disliking is
genuine, is ours, or an accident of fashion, a
response to surface detail or to essentials, we may
perhaps help ourselves by considering it in a frame
of feelings whose insincerity is beyond our questioning. Such are the feelings that may be aroused by
contemplation of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
V.

Man's loneliness (the isolation of the human
situation).
The facts of birth, and of death, in their
inexplicable oddity.
The inconceivable immensity of the universe.
Man's place in the perspective of time.
The enormity of his ignorance.

Taking these not as targets for doctrine, but as the
most incomprehensible and inexhaustible objects for
meditation while their reverberation lasts, pass
the poem through the mind, silently reciting it as
slowly as it allows. Whether what it can stir in us
is important or not to us will, perhaps, show itself
then.-^2
^"'"The Poetic Art of A. E. Housman: Theory and
Practice (Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1978), p. 27.
32„

a------. ^ :.:icism: A Study of Literary Judgment
,,~_^.xe, and World, 1929), pp. 273-74.
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It should be obvious that Richards is, in effect echoing
Longinus' test for sublimity and specifying, in addition,
a list of general themes which he considers to be sources
of genuine emotion.

The gulf between Richards and Housman

narrows even more when we discover that the first four
themes in Richards' list are major themes in Housman's
own poems.
To sum up Housman's remarks about Invention, it may
be pointed out that certain ideas which come to the poet
will prove to be the sources of his genuine and spontaneous emotions, and these ideas are thus suited, in keeping
with Horace, to the poet's abilities.

In this light, the

poet's task, then, is to fashion and wield words to clothe
the idea so that a thrill corresponding to the emotion
originally felt by the poet is experienced by the reader.
Moreover, it is not enough for the poet alone to be stimulated by his emotion; he must cause it to be felt by the
33
audience.
If he does not, he will suffer the weakness
Housman attributes to his brother Laurence, to whom, upon
being asked by him for advice, Housman wrote:

"You seem

rather to value the pieces on account of thoughts or
33
R. W. Stallman notes several critics who use
Eliot's "objective correlative" as a critical method to
account for Housman's theory of poetry as the communication of emotions in "Annotated Bibliography of A. E.
Housman: A Critical Study," PMLA, 60 (June 1945), 494-95.
See also B. J. Leggett's comparison of the poetic theories
of Housman and Eliot in The Poetic Art of A. E. Housman.
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emotions which suggested them, without enough considering
whether they are really produced in the words" (Letters,
p. 95). Longinus calls this flaw felt by Housman to be in
his brother's poetry "emotion misplaced and pointless."
"Such emotion," Longinus explains, "is purely subjective
and consequently tedious" because while the poet may be
in ecstacy, his emotions are his alone and the audience is
unaffected (Sublime, pp. 131, 133).
But ultimately, the production of the correct
emotional response in the reader goes beyond Invention
alone, being dependent as well upon the poet's artistic
craft: i.e., upon the two most important of the five
classical principles, dispositio (rhetorical arrangement)
and elocutio (style).
Dispositio
Dispositio may be defined as "arrangement,"
"composition," or "organization."

Cicero calls it the

ability to "manage and marshal . . . discoveries, not
merely in orderly fashion, but with a discriminating
eye."

Quintilian argues that without arrangement,

ideas are useless.

"However abundant the matter may be,"

he declares, "it will merely form a confused heap unless
arrangement be employed to reduce it to order and to give
it connexion and firmness of structure" (Institutes, III,
^

A

Cicero. DP nrp«tore, pp. 142-43.
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3).

In similar remarks about Swinburne's lack of organi-

zation Housman implies his own belief that order and
structure are rhetorical necessities in poetry.

He

writes:
The virtue of construction and orderly evolution is
almost absent from his [Swinburne's] lyrics. To
take three of his most impressive and characteristic
poems . . . Dolores, and Ilicet and The Triumph of
Time: there is no reason why they should begin where
they do or end where they do; there is no reason why
the middle should be in the middle; there is hardly
a reason why, having once begun, they should ever end
at all; and it would be possible to rearrange the
stanzas V7hich compose them in several different orders
without lessening their coherency or impairing their
effect. (Swinburne, p. 78)
Conversely, he suggests that Swinburne's elegy on the death
of Baudelaire "may yet perhaps be reckoned his very best
poem, in virtue of its dignity, its unusual and uncharacteristic merit of structure and design" (Swinburne,
pp. 78-79)."^^
Thus, for Housman, Arrangement is what Longinus'
fifth factor of sublimity (i.e., "the arrangement of the
"^^Curiously, Edith Sitwell suggests: "In most of
Housman's poems, the place in which the stanzas are put
might be easily transferred, and it would make little or
no difference to the poem,—to passion and to meaning—and
this shows that the form is not the result of a living
force. I am unable to understand why Housman's technique
should have been so much admired by some people. It is
not actually incompetent, but it rarely bears the slightest
relation to the subject," in "Three Eras of Modern Poetry,"
Trio (London: Macmillan, 1938), p. 105. Housman's remarks
about Swinburne's poems would suggest, however, that he was
acutely aware of the power of dispositio and the damning
threat of its absence in poetry. Moreover, his use of the
classical figures of "thought" and "speech" can be shown to
demonstrate -l-h-ic; r-t^rsr-ai^^r.
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words themselves in a certain order") brings "into the
hearts of the bystanders the speaker's actual emotion
so that all v7ho hear him share in it" (Sublime, p. 235).
Longinus' discussion of Arrangement would appear to support
Housman's theory of non-intellectual poetry against those
critics who attack his "banality of thought" and simplicity.

For Longinus contends that even the most common

of phrases, well-positioned in a passage, can become
sublime:

"Many writers both in prose and poetry," he

suggests, "who are not by nature sublime, perhaps even the
very opposite, while using for the most part current
vulgar language, which suggests nothing out of the common,
yet by the mere force of composition and verbal carpentry
have achieved dignity and distinction and an effect of
grandeur" (Sublime, p. 2 39).

Citing by way of illustra-

tion a passage from Euripides, he writes:

"If you put

the passage together in any other way, you will realize
that Euripides is a poet rather in virtue of his composition than his ideas" (Sublime, p. 239). Demetrius illustrates the same principle with an example from Demosthenes'
oration On the Crown and concludes that to paraphrase the
passage would be little more than "narrating facts," and
•^^See, for example, Cyril Connolly, "A. E. Housman: A Controversy," in A. E. Housman: A Collection of
Critical Essays, ed. Christopher Ricks (Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968), p. 36.
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"saying nothing forceful."

37

Housman, with the same

object in view, after calling attention to the arrangement of words in a line from Milton—"Nymphs and shepherds,
dance no more"—asks, "Why have the mere words the physical
effect of pathos when the sense of the passage is blithe
and gay" (S£, p. 192)?

His answer implies that the

arrangement of the words and not their sense makes them
poetry.
Housman's close attention to structure and composition in his criticism would seem to contradict Tom Burns
Haber's observation that "such problems as order and climax,
the building up of tonal effects, nuance, and resolution
were of little concern to Housman." 3 8 It is true that the
issue is muddied by Housman's own admission that most of
his poems would seem to have come to him spontaneously;
as he says:

"In short I think that the production of

poetry, in its first stage, is less an active than a
passive and involuntary process" {SP_, p. 194) , and he
describes this process of inspiration in some detail:
Having drunk a pint of beer at luncheon—beer is
a sedative to the brain, and my afternoons are the
least intellectual portion of my life—I would go
out for a walk of two or three hours. As I went
along, thinking of nothing in particular, only
•^^A Greek Critic: Demetrius on Style, trans.
G. M. A. Grube (Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1961),
p. 121.
^^The'Making of A Shropshire Lad (Seattle:
nf

U7aeh•;r^^•l-^v^ T,^
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looking at things around me and following the progress
of the seasons, there would flow into my mind, with
sudden and unaccountable emotion, sometimes a line
or two of verse, sometimes a whole stanza at once,
accompanied, not preceded, by a vague notion of the
poem which they were destined to become a part of.
Then there would usually be a lull of an hour or
so, then perhaps the spring would bubble up again.
(SP, p. 194)
Thus, by his own account, rarely did he appear consciously
to have composed a poem or stanza; yet, on the other hand,
he says that it is only in the first stages that spontaneity is significant; that, indeed, "sometimes the poem
had to be taken in hand and completed by the brain, which
was apt to be a matter of trouble and anxiety, involving
trial and disappointment, and sometimes ending in failure."
Indeed, of one such instance of failure, he remarks that
"one more stanza was needed, but it did not come:

I had

to turn and compose it myself and that was a laborious
business" (S£, p. 195). According to B. J. Leggett, however, a different story is suggested by Housman's notebooks
It is consistent with Housman's poetics that he
should have adopted one of the strongest conventions
of Romanticism, the notion of spontaneity, but if we
distinguish between the original impetus of the poem
and the finished product, the manuscript revisions
in the notebooks do not provide much evidence to
support the idea. On the contrary, they show the
reworking of false starts, the reorganization of
stanzas, the search for the right image or sound.
The revisions reveal, in fact, what one would expect
from reading the neatly chiseled poems—that Housman
was a fastidious artist who knew his craft well and
practiced it with exactness.-^^
39
Leggett, p. 62.
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Furthermore, although Housman wrote on one occasion that
he was "not conscious of having been influenced by writing
verse in Greek and Latin" (Letters, p. 205), in a letter
to Witter Bynner he offers just the opposite view:

"I

suppose that my classical training has been of some use to
me in furnishing good models, and making me fastidious,
and telling me what to leave out" (Letters, p. 65) . Thus,
not only does this admission temper the notion of total
spontaneity in his composition, but it also indicates that
he possessed—and composed his poetry from—an acute sense
of the correct classical Arrangement in precisely the same
manner that Horace explains it in The Art of Poetry:
"The virtue and attraction of order . . . is that the poet
will at any moment be saying exactly what his poem at that
moment requires; he will be keeping back points for the
40
time being or leaving them out all together."
Elocutio
Underscoring the importance of Elocutio or style,
in classical rhetoric, Quintilian declares that without
style. Invention and Arrangement are "as useless as a
sword that is kept permanently concealed within its
sheath" (Institutes, III, 185). The difference between
style and its two counterparts, it should be pointed out,
is actually not one of antithesis so much as one of scope.
40
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According to Longinus, for example:

"Inventive skill and

the due disposal and marshalling of facts do not show
themselves in one or two touches: they gradually emerge
from the whole tissue of the composition" (Sublime, p. 125);
further, using the imagery of holocaust, he suggests two
kinds of style, contrasting for illustration that of
Cicero with that of Demosthenes:
Demosthenes' strength is usually in rugged sublimity,
Cicero's in diffusion. Our countryman with his
violence, yes, and his speed, his force, his terrific
power of rhetoric, both burns and scatters everything
before him, and may therefore be compared to a flash
of lightning or a thunder-bolt. Cicero seems to me
like a widespread conflagration, rolling along and
devouring all around it: his is a strong and steady
fire, its flames duly distributed, now here, now
there, and fed by relays of fuel. . . . Clearly the
opportunity for Demosthenes' sublimity and nervous
force comes in his intensity and violent emotion,
and in passages where he has utterly to dumbfounder
the audience; whereas diffuseness is in place when
you want to overwhelm them with a flood of rhetoric.
The latter then mostly suits the treatment of a
commonplace, a peroration, a digression, and all
descriptive and 'show' passages, history, too, and
natural philosophy as well as other kinds of literature. (Sublime, p. 165).
The uneven but pyrotechnic style of Demosthenes, as outlined above, might seem more appropriate to poetry than
that of Cicero, and Housman expresses admiration for this
kind of style in his praise of Tennyson's ability to use
images from nature:
It is a clear morning towards the end of winter:
snow has fallen in the night, and still lies on the
branches of the trees under brilliant sunshine.
Tennyson could have surveyed the scene with his
trained eye, m.ade search among his treasury of words,
Qo-r4-«=ri 3nH o•! -p-f-^^ -^^^ condensed them till he had
f verse, to be introduced someday
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in a narrative or simile, and there to flash upon
the reader's eye the very picture of a snowy and
sunshiny morning. (Swinburne, p. 76)
From this statement, it could be concluded that Housman
seems to prefer those elements of style which produce the
"well-timed flash" of poetry which, in words of Longinus
already cited, "scatters everything before it like a bolt
of lightning and reveals the power of the speaker at a
single stroke" (Sublime, p. 125).
The two specific topics Housman addresses in
connection with Style in his poetic theory are diction
and clarity.

Diction is given greatest attention in his

discussion of the poets of the eighteenth century as he
writes:
The way to write real poetry, they thought, must be
to write something as little like prose as possible;
they devised for the purpose what was called 'correct
and splendid diction,' which consisted in always
using the wrong word instead of the right, and plastered it as ornament, with no thought of propriety,
on whatever they desired to dignify. It commanded
notice and was not easy to mistake; so the public
mind soon connected it with the notion of poetry and
came in course of time to regard it as alone poetical
It was in truth at once pompous and povertystricken. It had a very limited, because supposedly
choice, vocabulary, and was consequently unequal to
the multitude and refinement of its duties. It
could not describe natural objects with sensitive
fidelity to nature; it could not express human
feelings with a variety and delicacy answering to
their own. A thick, stiff, unaccommodating medium
was interposed between the writer and his v7ork.
And this deadening of language had a consequence
beyond its own sphere: its effect worked inward,
and deadened perception. (S£, pp. 177-78)
The concern for propriety, distaste for ostentacontempt for lifeless language
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evidenced here are shared by a number of the classical
critics.

Quintilian notes, for example, that "those words

are best which are least far-fetched and give the impression of simplicity and reality," and that words must be
"clear, elegant and well-adapted to produce the desired
effect" as well as "correct, aptly placed and adorned
with suitable figures" (Institutes, III, 189, 195).
Similarly, Longinus writes, "The choice of the right word
and the fine word has a marvelously moving and seductive
effect upon the audience"; and he goes on to say that "to
attach great and stately words to trivial things would be
like fastening a great tragic mask on a simple child"
(Sublime, p. 209).
Propriety, then, must govern style whether the
diction is to be rich and elegant or pointed and simple.
Housman truly respects the richness and variety of Swinburne's early texture, noting that he seems to have
"ransacked all of the treasuries of the language and melted
the whole plunder into a new and gorgeous amalgam" (Swinburne , p. 72). But he is less charitable of Swinburne's
later poetry, of which he observes that the style "ceased
to be rich and various," exhibiting instead "an impoverished vocabulary . . . a dwindled stock of words repeated
again and again" (Swinburne, p- 72).
Clarity, another necessary element of poetry in
ciacjc;! r-^^i ^-hf^n-rxr „ TO r'X^^e.ly

allied to diction.

For
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example, Quintilian V7rites:

"I regard clearness as the

first essential of a good style resulting "above all from
propriety in the use of words" (Institutes, III, 209, 197).
Yet at the same time, he cautions that while style "calls
for the utmost attention, we must always bear in mind
that nothing should be done for the sake of words only"
(Institutes, III, 195). In a similar spirit, Housman
criticizes a poem submitted for the Chancellor's Medal
because it "seems to be a rather random assemblage of
pretty words, . . . without much to express but a vague
agitation of mind" (Letters, p. 351). In this statement
he also echoes the sentiment of Horace who writes:

"An

honest, sensible man will condemn any lines that are lifeless, will find fault with them if they are rough, and
will run his pen through any that are inelegant; he will
cut out any superfluous adornment, will force you to
clarify anything that is obscure, and will draw attention
41
to ambiguities."
Housman is particularly adamant about the chilling
effect ambiguity has upon the clear flame of poetry.

To

provide the proper context for his major treatment of this
issue, the following passage is presented in its entirety:
There was a whole age of English in which the place
of poetry was usurped by something very different
which possessed the proper and specific name of wit:
wit not in its modern sense, but as defined by
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Johnson, 'a combination of dissimilar images, or
discovery of occult resemblances in things apparently
unlike.' Such discoveries are no more poetical than
anagrams; such pleasure as they give is purely
intellectual and is intellectually frivolous; but
this was the pleasure principally sought and found
in poems by the intelligentsia of fifty years and
more of the seventeenth century. Some of the writers
who purveyed it to their contemporaries were, by
accident, considerable poets; and though their verse
was generally inharmonious, and apparently cut into
lengths and tied into faggots by deaf mathematicians,
some little of their poetry was beautiful and even
superb. But it was not by this that they captivated
and sought to captivate. Simile and metaphor,
things inessential to poetry, were their great
engrossing preoccupation, and were prized the more
in proportion as they were further fetched. They
did not mean these accessories to be helpful, to
make their sense clearer or their conceptions more
vivid; they hardly even meant them for ornament, or
cared whether an image had any independent power to
please: their object was to startle by novelty and
amuse by ingenuity a public whose one wish was to be
so startled and amused. The pleasure, however
luxurious, of hearing St Mary Magdalene's eyes
described as
Two walking baths, two weeping motions.
Portable and compendious oceans,
was not a poetic pleasure; and poetry, as a label for
this particular commodity, is not appropriate.
(SP, pp. 173-74)
The conception of poetry that prompts this statement is not only reminiscent of Wordsworth's 180 0 Preface,
as Leggett suggests,

but it is also classical.

The

suspicion of pure intellect, the aversion for poetic
diction, the em.phasis upon poetry as the transfusion of
emotion, and his apprehension of intellectual devices
which foster barriers between the poet and the expression
42
Leggett, p. 14.
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of human feelings are the heritage first of Longinus and
Quintilian; and only then, of Wordsworth and the romantics.
This is not to say that Housman's poetry does not have
romantic elements; but it should be pointed out that there
are those modern critics who have become so entrenched in
particular twentieth-century formulations of poetic theory
that they run the risk of applying to all poetry critical
principles which happen simply to be the fashion of the
day.

For example, the New Critics—and specifically

Cleanth Brooks, a leading member, whose remarks on the
centenary of Housman's birth are quoted below--illustrate,
according to Leggett, "what appears to be the prevailing
43
judgment of Housman's status at the present time."

Seek-

ing for what is "truly timeless" in Housman's poetry,
Brooks concludes that "a useful means for realizing this
timeless quality is to see what he has in common with some
of the writers of our own day."

And when he looks to

the past for light on Housman's poetic theory, he sees no
further than the Romantic era, stating:
It is tempting to regard A. E. Housm.an's poetry as
classical—in its lucidity, its symmetry, its_formal
patterning, its laconic bite and edged intensity. Our
disposition to do so is encouraged by the fact that
Ibid., p. 13.
'^'^"Alfred Edward Housman," Anniversary Lectures
Under the Auspices of the Gertrude Clarke Whittall Poetry
and Literature Fund (Washington, D. C.: Library of Congress, 1959), pp. 39-56. The essay is reprinted in Ricks,
A. E. Housman; Brooks's statement appears on pp. 62-63, and
----"
this printing.
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Housman was professor of Latin at Cambridge University and an eminent scholar of the classics. But as
has been frequently observed, Housman is actually
the most romantic of poets, and he himself pointed
to thoroughly 'romantic' sources for his ov7n poetry
in naming 'Shakespeare's songs, the Scottish border
ballads, and Heine.' The essentially romantic nature
of his conception of poetry was confirmed in Housman's
famous lecture. The Name and Nature of Poetry. To a
Cambridge that had largely shifted its allegiance
and worshipped new gods, Housman proclaimed the old
gospel: his summary of the history of English poetry
still saw the Romantic revolt as the one far-off,
divine event to which, from its first beginnings,
the whole creation of English poetry had moved.^^
It may be noted in passing that perhaps no other
stylistic issue divides Housman and formalist critics
such as Brooks more definitively than does the role of
metaphor in poetry.

Housman contends that simile and

metaphor are "accessories" intended to be "helpful,"
to make the "sense clearer," and to make the poet's
"conceptions more vivid"; thus, as already noted, he
argues that the seventeenth-century poets attempted to
"startle by novelty and amuse by ingenuity a public whose
one wish was to be so startled and amused" (S£, p. 173).
Brooks, on the other hand, asserts that in their verse
the metaphysical poets revealed the true function of all
metaphor:

"We cannot remove the comparison from their

poems, as we might remove ornaments or illustrations
attached to a statement, without demolishing the poems."
For Brooks, "the comparison is^ the poem in a structural
Ibid., p. 62.
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sense," and he criticizes Housman, accordingly, for
suggesting that metaphor is "merely subsidiary." 46 But
as can be readily shown, Housman's notion that metaphor
can become intellectually "frivolous" if misused looks for
support in classical sources, not in Wordsworth's essays.
Thus, Longinus informs us that "the use of metaphor, like
all other beauties of style, always tempts writers to
excess" and that "a figure is always most effective when
it conceals the very fact of its being a figure" (Sublime,
pp. 217, 185). Quintilian speaks even more directly to
the issue:

"Worst of all are the expressions which,

though their meaning is obvious enough on the surface,
have a secret meaning," stating further that "such
expressions are regarded as ingenious, daring and eloquent,
simply because of their ambiguity, and quite a number of
persons have become infected by the belief that a passage
which requires a commentator must for that very reason be
a masterpiece of elegance" (Institutes, III, 209).
Incidentally, Brooks's highest praise of Housman as a
poet is for the "extravagance" and "audacity" of Housman's
poem "The night is freezing fast" because of its "daring"
conceit. "^^ Leggett's conclusion regarding Brooks's essay
"^^Modern Poetry and the Tradition (New York:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1965), p. 38. This is a reissue of
the original edition published in 1939.
^"^Brooks, "Alfred Edward Housman," pp. 68-69.
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on Housman is as follows:

"The implication of Brooks's

discussion is that Housman succeeds when he allows the
metaphor or the conceit of the poems to dominate, when his
metaphors are most daring and paradoxical, in short, when
he comes closest to writing a kind of metaphysical
48
poetry."
It is not surprising, then, that Brooks
criticizes Housman for a "curious" inconsistency between
his cautionary remarks about metaphor and his practice as
a poet.

This apparent inconsistency is aptly handled,

however, in Leggett's attempt to clarify points of contention between Housman and the formalist critics:
Housman's objection . . . is not to the nature of
metaphor but the use to which it has been put, to
startle and amuse, and in suggesting that simile and
metaphor are inessential to poetry, he is saying
nothing more than this: the peculiar quality which
constitutes the essence of poetry may be found in the
absence of simile and metaphor. Housman's language,
as befits the leading classical scholar of his generation, is quite precise. He means by the term essence
that which belongs to the very nature of a thing and
which is therefore incapable of being removed without
destroying the thing itself. Metaphor, as an
'accessory,' is thus an object or device not essential
in itself but which adds to the beauty of effectiveness of something else. Such a conception of metaphor
does not appear to be entirely foreign to traditional
conceptions of poetry. That is, it might well be
agreed that a species of poetry, even successful
poetry, could be found which depended for its success
on something other than metaphor. And surely Housman
is far from denying that metaphor is a legitimate
device for conveying the elusive 'vibration' which
he considers the one essential element in genuine
poetry.^^
^^eggett, p. 19.

"^^Ibid. , pp. 15-16.
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Housman's remarks about Swinburne's poetry support
the views expressed above.

That is, he does not criticize

Swinburne for using simile and metaphor; he simply suggests
that the devices are used "where they are not wanted and
do not help the thought," often becoming "monotonous,
perfunctory, and ineffective" (Swinburne, p. 77) . Metaphors should be useful as a means of clarity, not, as
Housman says in another context, as a device for "calling
in ambiguity of language to promote confusion of thought"
(SP, p. 184). Finally, Housman does not,' in his discussion
of Swinburne's figurative language, see simile and metaphor as mere conventions, for he criticizes him for using
them in just such a manner:

"Similes to him," he remarks

of Swinburne, "were part of the convention of poetry, and
he mechanically used them when they no longer served, and
even when they frustrated" (Swinburne, p. 77). The disagreement between Brooks and Housman transcends a possible
cultural difference (note, for example, D. H. Lawrence's
observation that "Americans refuse everything explicit and
..X 50

always put up a sort of double meaning"),

-,

and, more

importantly, the clash between romantic sensibility and
modern poetic theory.

Indeed, the difference is more

fundamental since it stems from a clear conflict between,
on the one hand, classical emphasis upon clarity and, on

-'

^^Studics in Classic American Literature (New York:
- -•
viii.
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the other, the paramount modern attentiveness to ambiguity
as a deliberate and bonafide device.
In summation, Housman's poetic theory demonstrably
reiterates principles which received early expression in
the works of notable classical critics.

The ethos of his

personae, the pathos underlying his explanation of the
function of poetry and governing the selection of ideas
for poetic expression; his emphasis upon order and structure in composition; his admiration for a controlled style
allowing well-timed flashes of sublimity—all combine to
make him a classical critic in substance as well as spirit.
Finally, his classicality would seem to transcend intermediate traditional influences, such as the Romanticism
frequently cited^ deriving directly from classical literature if not from the classical critics themselves.

CHAPTER III
FIGURES OF THOUGHT IN HOUSMAN'S VERSE:
THE STRATEGY OF EMPHASIS
Much of the emotional im.pact of Housman's best
poems—their essential raison d'etre—comes not from what is
said in the poems but from the carefully designed manner in
which .the thoughts are developed.

In keeping V7ith his

critical assertions (1) that "poetry is not the thing said
but a way of saying it," and (2) that to "transfuse emotion . . . to set up in the reader's sense a vibration
corresponding to what was felt by the writer—is the peculiar function of poetry,"

Housman, as will now be pointed

out, employs in his verse both classical figures of thought
and classical figures of speech.
A figure of thought, to use Quintilian's definition for clarification, can be taken to mean "a form of
expression to which a new aspect is given by art."2 This
kind of figure, being, as he explains, "of the mind,
"The Name and Nature of Poetry," A. E. Housman:
Selected Prose, ed. John Carter (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ
Press, 1961), pp. 187, 172. All further textual references
to this essay are hereafter cited by S^ and page number.
2
The Institutio Oratoria of Quintilian, trans. H. E
Butler, Loeb Classical Library (London: William Heinemann,
Ltd., 1953), III, 355. All textual references to this
translation are hereafter cited by Institutes, volume number, and page number.
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feeling, or conception," is a form of expression which may
not be altered without altering its sense—as opposed to a
figure of speech or other forms of diction which may be
changed or removed without altering the sense of the expression that contains it (Institutes, III, 355, 357). In
Housman's prosody, the figure of thought may be seen as a
classical strategy which controls the very shape of the
thought in a poem and the pace and extent of its development as well.

Moreover, because emotional impact has

priority over intellectual content in Housman's poetic
theory, the analysis of figures of thought in those of his
poems which have long been reported by readers to have
created an emotional force upon them is a good test of
Housman's adherence in his verse to his own poetic theory.
Significatio or Emphasis
Significatio or emphasis is probably the predominating figure of thought in Housman's poetry.

The author

of the Ad Herennium (p. 401) describes it as a figure which
"leaves more to be suspected than is actually asserted."
It is produced in its general sense through the varied use
of a number of subordinate or secondary figures (described
in detail later in this chapter) such as the following,
cited in the Ad Herennium (p. 401): "Hyperbole, Ambiguity,
Logical Consequence, Aposiopesis, and Analogy."

The same

treatise also states that significatio often "possesses
in the highest degree; indeed it
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permits the hearer himself to guess what the speaker has not
mentioned" (p. 403). Housman's use of significatio or
emphasis should be distinguished, however, from "emphasis"
as F. W. Bateson uses the term in "The Poetry of Emphasis"—
his essay on Housman's style.

Bateson discusses emphasis,

not as a classical figure but as a "stylistic quality" that
is "inherent in Latin and difficult to attain in English";
emphasis in this sense, he suggests, Housman achieved by
using the monosyllable, internal rhyme, and the compound
word as linguistic devices to serve as English equivalents
to the "verbal density that Latin possessed ready-made in
3
its system of inflections."
Although these periodic
devices do regularly appear as part of Housman's poetic
technique, and doubtless help to achieve the stylistic
effect Bateson describes, it should be pointed out that it
is with the classical sense of significatio that he is most
clearly concerned.

For him, the classical figure of empha-

sis demands the controlled shaping and pacing of the ideas
so that the poem intimates, as Quintilian notes, "a deeper
meaning than is actually expressed by the words" (Institutes,
III, 257-59).

Horace also touches on this principle in his

previously mentioned discussion of order, stressing at the
same time the timely revelation of the components of a
\ . E. Housman: A Collection of Critical Essays,
ed. Christopher Ricks (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice
Hail, 1968), pp. 135, 142, 144.
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poem, namely that "the poet will at any moment be saying
exactly what his poem at that moment requires; he will be
keeping back points for the time being or leaving them out
altogether . . . ."
Witter Bynner:

Housman's statement in a letter to

"I suppose that my classical training has

been of some use to me in furnishing good models, and making
me fastidious, and telling me what to leave out,"^ dem.onstrates not only his awareness of the figure but also his
empathy with the classical mode.

For example, in a critical

statement on William Blake's poetry, praising Blake's
ability to approach the development of an idea without going
so far as to destroy the mysterious•emotional appeal of the
poem, he writes:

"Mysterious grandeur would be less grand

if it were less mysterious; if the embryo ideas v/hich are
all that it contains should endue form and outline, and
suggestion condense itself into thought" (S£, p. 190) .
Moreover, Housman's identification of a verse from the
Proverbs as poetry "because of the words in vjhich the idea
is clothed" (SP^, p. 187) implies that mere nakedness of
straightforward discourse cannot be poetry.

The figure of

emphasis, then, enables Housman either to pace or to hold
4

.
.
.
"On the Art of Poetry," Classical Literary Criticism; Aristotle: On the Art of Poetry; Horace: On the Art
of Poetry; Longinus; On the Sublime, trans. T. S. Dorsch
(Baltimore: Penguin Classics, Inc., 1965), p. 80.
5
The Letters of A. E. Housman, ed. Henry Maas
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1971), p. 65.
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back the development of an idea so that the manner in which
it evolves engenders emotional impact which is itself independent of an intellectual apprehension of the ideas.

In

describing this sort of emotional impact in connection V7ith
a selected passage from Blake, he explains:

"I am not equal

to framing definite ideas which would . . . correspond to
the strong tremor of unreasonable excitement which those
words set up in some region deeper than the mind" (SP,
pp. 191-192).
Lesser Figures of Thought
The larger shaping or pacing of the thought progression of a poem represented by significatio is facili™
tated in Housman's poetry by his use of numerous subsidiary
figures of thought: hyperbole, diminutio,- ambiguity, aposiopesis, and the like (see Ad Herennium, p. 401). We may
first consider hyperbole.
Hyperbole
The Ad Herennium defines hyperbole as a "manner of
speech exaggerating the truth, whether for the sake of
magnifying or minifying something"--emphasis, the treatise
adds, being produced as a result: "emphasis is produced
through Hyperbole when more is said than the truth V7arrants,
so as to give greater force" to the suspicion that the
meaning is other than has actually been asserted (pp. 339,
/1m^

T^ TT

I- --

^^Q reader's sense of the
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contrast between the hyperbole and the actual truth generates a tension which creates emotional impact.

Poem L in

A Shropshire Lad, for example, depends upon hyperbole for
much of its emphasis.

The poem is framed by overstatements,

first in the prologue and then in the final stanza.

The

first hyperbole is in the superlative degree:
Clunton and Clunbury,
Clungunford and Clun,
Are the quietest places
Under the sun. (11. 1 - 4 ) —
and it is echoed in. the second stanza:

"The country for

easy livers,/ The quietest under the sun" (11. 7-8). The
poem then proceeds in a rather straightforward mariner,
suggesting that no matter where one lives or travels,
sorrow and trouble increase as one grows older, becoming
inescapable until a final destination is reached.

Carefully

avoiding direct references to death in the last stanza,
Housman uses an exaggeration (startling as much for its
simplicity as for its designed rebuttal of the opening
hyperbole) saying, in effect, that the only place V7here
one can escape sorrow and trouble i s —
A quieter place than Clun,
Where doomsday may thuitder and lighten
And little 'twill natter to one.
(11. 26-;8}
^A. E. Housman, Complete Poems, The Centennial
Edition (New York: Henry Holt and Co.", 1959), pp. :'4-'75.
All future textual references to Hou.s:nan' s poemr are frc:?.
this edition, using the abbreviation CP and page number.
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In two other poems, Housman uses hyperbole to
contrast the insignificance of man with the immensity of
the universe.

Each poem eulogizes individuals whom Housman

portrays as heroes able to accomplish impossible feats
which by their very nature require bold use of nonexistent
power and freedom.

In the first of these, "Astronomy"

(CP, p. 118) the hero, a soldier, accomplishes a task which
is absurdly impossible:
For pay and medals, name and rank.
Things that he has not found,
He hove the Cross to heaven and sank
The pole-star underground.

(11. 5-8)

The sheer immensity of lifting and lowering heavenly constellations or, in an equally plausible interpretation,
wrenching the earth from its axis, is set against what the
reader soon senses to be the truth, i.e., that the soldier
has been transported to, and killed on, an African battlefield and—
now does not even see
Signs of the nadir roll
At night over the ground where he
Is buried with the pole.

(11. 9-12)

Accompanying this vague shock, comes an awareness that the
soldier has done nothing momentous; but rather that something awesome and terrible has instead been done to him.
The emotional converse of this feeling is, of course, the
suspicion that the soldier's sacrifice is somehow heroic
but for naught.

The last stanza flatly states this, but

•hhf^ hvn«=rhni<a -in -HVio r^-^^^^^inq

stanza reminds us that this
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lad, who cannot even passively watch the evening sky, is
the same who rearranged the configuration of the heavenly
constellations.

As a result, the contrast between the

exaggeration and the pathetic truth of his journey to
Africa becomes an emotional catalyst which is further
intensified by the implied consolation of a final exaggeration: "he/ Is buried with the pole" (1. 12).
Last Poems XX (CP, p. 121) also uses hyperbole for
emotional impact as the speaker eulogizes his friend and
chiefly remembers "how Dick would hate the cold" (1. 6 ) . ^
Dick, however, is prompt and clever, for h e —
Has woven a winter robe.
And made of earth and sea
His overcoat for ever.
And wears the turning globe.

(11. 9-12)

This overstatement is indeed amusing on an intellectual
level, but on an emotional level, it emphasizes the truth
that there is little warmth to be had from a covering of
earth and sea when "the night is freezing fast."

The vast-

ness of the turning globe compared to the human residue in
7
Cleanth Brooks, in "Alfred Edward Housman,"
Anniversary Lectures Under the Auspices of Gertrude Clarke
Whittal Poetry and Literature Fund (V7ashington, D.C.:
Library of Congress, 1959), rpt. in Ricks, A. E. Housman,
pp. 68-69, sees Dick's V7earing the turning globe as a
"daring" conceit comparable to one of Donne's. In the sense
that the last stanza suggests the comparison of earth as
coat, this observation is certainly possible. In another
sense, however, Dick's promptness and cleverness (overstatements in themselves) allow him to achieve: the impossible, and it is this achievement and not the comparison
which gives the poem much of its emphasis.
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Dick's grave generates further pathos.

Moreover, the false

consolation of Dick's accomplishment forces the reader
into a corner.

Because a freezing globe cannot possibly

offer relief from the cold, the reader, in his search for
an emotional resolution to this conflict, must resort to a
still less acceptable consolation:
anything.

Dick can no longer feel

With this end in mind, Housman artfully sup-

presses what could never have been made forceful as a direct
statement.
By way of contrast, hyperbole is not so effective
in More Poems VIII (CP, p. 167):
Give me a land of boughs in leaf,
A land of trees that stand;
Where trees are fallen, there is grief;
I love no leafless land.
Alas, the country whence I fare.
It is where I would stay;
And where I would not, it is there
That I shall be for aye.
And one remembers, and one forgets,
But 'tis not found again,
Not though they hale in crimsoned nets
The sunset from the main.
The imagery of this poem is admittedly inconsistent because
the fallen trees and "leafless land" of the first stanza
are not integrated with the nautical imagery of the closing
lines; yet the poem is worth mentioning as an example of
hyperbole used as ornament rather than for emphasis.

"Not

though they hale in crimsoned nets/ The sunset from the
main" (11. 11-12) suggests indirectly the unalterable
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passage of time, but much of the poem's ineffectiveness
comes from the conspicuousness of the overstatement.

In

this instance, then, it is worth noting that Housman falls
short of Longinus' stipulation that "a figure is always
most effective when it conceals the very fact of its being
o

a figure."
Housman's use of figures comes closer to this
standard in "The Welsh Marches" (C£, pp. 44-45) because it
is controlled, and becomes thereby something more forceful
than mere ornament.

In this poem the classic blood-guilt

myth which underlies the emotional dilemma of the speaker
is expressed in a tone elevated and intensified by hyperbole to a level appropriate for the universality of the
theme.

The inevitable and unalterable passage of time is

therefore described in exaggerated metaphors which accentuate its emotional significance:
The flag of morn in conqueror's state
Enters at the English gate:
The vanquished eve, as night prevails.
Bleeds upon the road to Wales.

(11. 5-8)

As an isolated element, this stanza would be certain to
call attention to its own extravagance, particularly in
the obtrusiveness of the word "bleeds," but the savage
battle imagery is consistently carried throughout' the
^"On the Sublime," Aristotle: The Poetics;
Loncrinus: On the Sublime; Demetrius: On Style, trans.
W. Hamilton Fyfe, Loeb Classical Library (London: William
Heinemann, Ltd., 1927), p. 125.
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remainder of the poem, climaxing in describing the ancestoral sin:
Here the truceless armies yet
Trample, rolled in blood and sweat;
They kill and kill and never die;
And I think that each is I.

(11. 25-2 8)

The hyperbole here is successful because it makes what
might seem the mere musings of a naive country lad a query
of much greater impact because the circumstantial misfortune is elevated to a universal application affecting all
mankind.
Perhaps the best example of sustained metaphorical
hyperbole of this kind in Housman is found in "Revolution"
(CP, p. 143). More than any other of his poems, this one
reveals his respect for the particular kind of emphasis he
describes in a letter to T. S. Eliot as "the art with which
trivial incidents are made to cause intense and painful
9
excitement."
Accordingly, the routine, almost unnoticed
revolution of the earth is described with exaggerated
metaphors suggesting intense excitement:

"West and away

the wheels of darkness roll," while on the opposite horizon,
"day's beamy banner" is raised and unfurled.

The moment

is one of intense celebration as all of the unpleasant and
mysterious evils of the darkness dematerialize with the
dawn: viz., "Spectres and fears, the nightmare and her
foal,/ Drown in the golden deluge of the morn."
9

Night is
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then described in overstated terms which, in turn, give
it an ominous, supernatural quality:
But over sea and continent from sight
Safe to the Indies has the earth conveyed
The vast and moon-eclipsing cone of night.
Her towering foolscap of eternal shade. (11. 5-8)
The zenith of the day, however, is purposely presented with
somewhat less fanfare:

"See, in mid heaven the sun is

mounted; hark,/ The belfries tingle to the noonday chime";
and the foreboding return of darkness is again exaggerated
for contrast in the final lines:

"'Tis silent, and the

subterranean dark/ Has crossed the nadir, and begins to
climb."

Here, the common, diurnal changing from day to

night becomes quite forceful through the feeling of awe set
up by hyperbole; and the revolution of the earth suggests
not just the unending cycle of light and dark, day and
night, and all of the shades of meaning associated with
these phenomena, but the continuum of eternity as well.
Despite such effective usage, Housman is perhaps
most effectual using hyperbole as emphasis in "The Oracles"
(CP, pp. 127-128), a poem praised by T. R. Henn for its
compliance with Longinus' preference for hyperbole: namely,
when the latter is uttered "under stress of emotion to suit
the circumstances of a great crisis," and when the writer
does not "seem to have introduced the incident to justify
the hyperbole, but the hyperbole seems the natural outcome
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of the incident."

Henn cites the last verse of "The

Oracles" as the one example of hyperbole which would be
"closest of all to Longinus' heart."

The certain defeat

of the Spartans at Thermopylae at the hands of Xerxes' army
is intensified by the hyperbole used by the oracle to
describe the Persian horde:
The King with half the East at heel is marched from
lands of morning;
Their fighters drink the rivers up, their shafts
benight the air.
And he that stands will die for nought, and home there's
no returning.

|

(11. 13-15)

The force of this description is heightened even further by
the deliberately understated description of the Spartan
response in the last line of the poem:

"The Spartans on

the sea-wet rock sat dov7n and conibed their hair."

The

italics of the hyperbole (elsewhere Housman uses quotation
marks to indicate spoken passages) and the deliberate use
of the phrase "sat down" in the final line (to contrast
markedly with "he that stands"), serve to intensify the
incongruity of the two rhetorical figures.

Moreover, the

phrase "combed their hair" closes the poem with tremendous
force to suggest subtly the futility of struggling against
inevitable death and to emphasize the terrible beauty of
adopting with stoic acceptance the oracle's message from
Longinus, pp. 231, 233.
T. R, Henn, Longinus and English Criticism
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1934), p- 65^
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"the heart within, that tells the truth and tells it twice
as plain" (1. 6)—the truth being the particular message
that all "should surely die and never live again" (1. 8).
Diminutio
Diminutio (understatement) is not included in the
list of devices for emphasis discussed in the Ad Herennium
(it is discussed instead in that work as a figure used to
"avoid the impression of arrogant display" and "antipathy
in speaking" [pp. 355, 357]), but Quintilian acknowledges
its use as a figure (Institutes, III, 239), and his definition of emphasis as "the gift of signifying more than we
say," (p. 375), moreover, expresses the mechanism by which
the figure operates.
Housman frequently uses diminutio to control the
cast of his thought, often juxtaposing it with hyperbole
in a manner similar to that illustrated above in the discussion of "The Oracles."

In the final stanza of A

Shropshire Lad L (CP, p. 75), for example, the finality of
death is suggested not only by the hyperbolic comparison
"a quieter place than Clun" (1. 22) but also by the under^
stated distance to that final destination:

"'Tis a long

way farther than Knighton" (1. 21). A similar example can
also be found in Last Poems IX (CP, p. 107), in which,
reacting to a sudden bluster of inclement weather—"The
doors clap to, the pane is blind with showers" (1. 3)—the
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speaker responds to the unwanted sign of "spoilt spring"
with equal violence:
We for a certainty are not the first
Have sat in taverns while the tempest hurled
Their hopeful plans to emptiness, and cursed
Whatever brute and blackguard made the world.
It is in truth iniquity on high
To cheat our sentenced souls of aught they crave.
And mar the merriment as you and I
Fare on our long fool's-errand to the grave.
(11. 9-16)
Yet the abrupt descent represented in the first line following the above—"Iniquity it is; but pass the can"--does
more to suggest the futility of violent fist shaking than
anything else that might be said.

Most importantly, hov7-

ever, the futility represented in the poem is sensed on an
emotional level because of the unexpected shift in gravity
supplied by diminutio.
A further example of Housman's juxtaposition of
understatement and hyperbole occurs in a poem already
cited, "Astronomy" (CP, p. 118), where the impossible task—
"He hove the Cross to heaven and sank/ The pole-star under
ground"—is followed immediately by a reduction almost
absurd by contrast:

"And now he does not even see/ Signs

of the nadir roll" (11. 9-10), the latter suggesting by
emphasis the impotence of the fallen soldier.

As may be

seen by the preceding, one function of understatement in
Housman's poems is to add force to accompanying overstatements so that the reader is led to sense that truth is
the words themselves express.
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The independent operation of diminutio as a single
element in Housman's poems is equally important, however,
and as with hyperbole the figure requires subtlety if it is
to meet Longinus'

qualification that it pass unnoticed to

the casual reader, focusing primarily upon the emotions.
"The True Lover" (CP, pp. 78-79), for example, falls somewhat short of the mark in this respect.

When the girl asks,

'Oh lad, what is it, lad, that drips
Wet from your neck on Mine?
What is it falling on my lips.
My lad, that tastes of brine?' (11. 25-28)—
the understated answer of the young man she addresses is
condescendingly melodramatic:
'Oh like enough 'tis blood, my dear,
For when the knife has slit
The throat across from ear to ear
'Twill bleed because of it."

(11. 29-32)

Surer control of the device is reflected in "The Day of
Battle" (C£, p. 82). First, the speaker admits—
'Comrade, if to turn and fly
Made a soldier never die.
Fly I would, for who would not?
'Tis sure no pleasure to be shot. (11. 5-8)-then concludes, in an understatement, that "cov/ards'
funerals, when they come,/ Are not wept so well at home"
(11. 11-12).

Of even greater force perhaps, is the under-

statement in "Reveille" (CP, p. 14): "Breath's a ware that
will not keep" (1. 22), or that in More Poems XXII (CP,
p. 181): "June suns, you cannot store them/ To warm the
winter's cold" (11. 13-14).
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In numerous instances in his poetry, where he
alludes to death, Housman's use of understatement has a
euphemistic effect.

For example, death is referred to in

several instances by a comparison to sleep, as in "Reveille"
(CP, p. 14): "Up lad: when the journey's over/ There'll be
time enough to sleep" (11. 19-20).

In two instances, the

effect is achieved by expressions of negation:

A Shropshire

Lad XII (CP, p. 25):
In the nation that is not
Nothing stands that stood before;
There revenges are forgot.
And the hater hates no more. (11. 9-12);
and More Poems II (CP, p. 159):
But I will go where they are hid
That never were begot.
To my inheritance amid
The nation that is not.

(11. 5-8)

Other euphemisms depict death as a place, as in the
destination of the dead athlete in "To an Athlete Dying
Young" (C£, pp. 32-33) who is called the inhabitant of a
"stiller town" (1.8), or as in the instance of the young
girl in "Bredon Hill" (CP, p. 36) who dies suddenly, and
V7ho, we learn, "stole out unbeknown/ And went to church
alone" (11. 24-25).

Similarly, in A Shropshire Lad XXXIII

(CP, p. 50), death is a town "where friends are ill to find"
(1. 16), and in A Shropshire Lad L (CP, p- 75), a quiet
place "where doomsday may thunder and lighten/ And little
'twill matter to one" (11. 23-24).
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Finally, Housman often equates death with night,
as in A Shropshire Lad LX (C£, p. 86) and Last Poems VIII
(CP, p. 106). All of these muted references to death can
be seen more readily as devices used for emphasis if one
compares them with those expressions in which he chooses to
discuss death V7ith frank abandon: for example, note A
Shropshire Lad XXV (C£, p. 40) where the speaker concludes:
"A lad that lives and has his will/ Is worth a dozen dead"
(11. 11-12), and note More Poems XXII (CP, p. 181): "The
lad that hopes for heaven/ Shall fill his mouth with mould"
(11. 15-16).
One final effect achieved by Housman in his use of
diminutio needs to be mentioned, as reflected in those
poems V7here the existence of a lesser motive for an action
is implied, thus emphasizing the often dubious rewards for
expended energy and effort.

In "1887" (CP, pp. 9-10),

for example, the implied lesser motive for being "men" and
getting "sons" is to insure that war can be waged to save
the Queen:
Oh, God will save her, fear you not:
Be you the men you've been.
Get you the sons your fathers got.
And God will save the Queen.

(11. 29-32)

In like manner, but V7ith less surprise to the reader, the
young man in A Shropshire Lad V (CP, p. 15) implies a lesser
motive for courting the young lady in the statement:

"Oh
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may I squire you round the meads/ And pick you posies gay?"
and in the lines
—Why, 'tis a mile from town.
How green the grass is all about!
We might as well sit down.

(11. 26-28)

The girl's final reply, "'Good-bye, young man, good-bye,'"
serves as the final confirmation of the implied lesser
motive.

Another poem, "Bredon Hill" (C£, pp. 35-36), also

implies a lesser motive as the young woman answers the call
of the church bell with seeming impatience:
They tolled the one bell only.
Groom there was none to see,
The mourners followed after,
And so to church went she.
And V70uld not wait for me.

(11. 26-30)

Similarly, the dying soldier in "Grenadier" (C£, p. 102)
considers the lesser motive of financial com.promise as he
realizes "Things will all be over then" between him and the
Queen:
And I shall have to bate my price.
For in the grave, they say,
Is neither knowledge nor device
Nor thirteen pence a day.

(11. 17-20)

Last Poems XVIII provides a final example (CP, p. 119) as
the speaker pays his last respects to a dead comrade:
But oh, my man, the house is fallen
That none can build again;
My man, how full of joy and woe
Your mother bore you years ago
To-night to lie in the rain.
(11. 21-25)
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Logical Consequence
Emphasis by logical consequence is defined by the
Ad Herennium as that effect which is achieved "when one
mentions the things that follow from a given circumstance,
thus leaving the whole matter in distrust" (p. 403). Housman makes frequent use of this figure to suggest what could
be less forceful were it stated literally, and he often
combines it with diminutio for heightened effect.

In A

Shropshire Lad VIII (C£, p. 20) for example, the penitent
murderer suggests his crime by citing the logical consequences resulting from it rather than describing the actual
event itself:
'Farewell to barn and stack and tree.
Farewell to Severn shore,
Terence, look your last at me.
For I come home no more.
'The sun burns on the half-mown hill.
By now the blood is dried;
And Maurice amongst the hay lies still
And my knife is in his side.

(11. 1-8)

His plans of self-imposed exile are handled in a similar
manner as he considers the effects that his crime and subsequent escape will have upon his mother ("She had two sons
at rising day,/ To-night she'll be alone^' [11. 11-12]) and
his necessary exile which will absent him. from his normal,
daily routine:
We'll sweat no more on scythe and rake.
My bloody hands and I.
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'Long for me the rick will wait.
And long will wait the fold.

(11. 15-16, 21-22)

In the final lines Housman combines both diminutio and
logical consequence for emotional impact:

"And long will

stand the empty plate,/ And dinner will be cold"—the
passage implying a lesser logical consequence than the true
one which he suppresses.
A comparable example occurs in A Shropshire Lad IX
(CP, p. 22) as the speaker suggests the fate of a young man
destined for the gallows by alluding to what death will do
to his hearing:
So here I'll watch the night and wait
To see the morning shine.
When he will hear the stroke of eight
And not the stroke of nine.
(11. 25-28)
In another poem, A Shropshire Lad XII (C£, p. 25) , the
finality of death is emphasized by specified consequences
of citizenship in "the nation that is not":
Nothing stands that stood before;
There revenges are forgot.
And the hater hates no more;
Lovers lying two and two
Ask not whom they sleep beside.
And the bridegroom all night through
Never turns him to the bride.
(11. 10-16)
The same technique appears in "Bredon Hill" (CP, p. 36)
in the lover's confession after his love "stole out unbeknown/ And went to church alone" (11. 24-25).
sion:

His admis-

"Oh, noisy bells, be dumb;/ I hear you I will com.e"

(11, 34-35) describes the logical consequence; the nature
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of the contributing circumstance (death) is simply suppressed.

The figure is also seen in A Shropshire Lad XXIV

(CP, p. 40) where the reader must sense the fate of a certain Fred from the evidence of the logical consequence of
the third stanza:
The better man she walks with still.
Though now 'tis not with Fred:
A lad that lives and has his will
Is worth a dozen dead.

(11. 9-12)

Similarly, in A Shropshire Lad XXXI (CP, p. 48), logical
consequence is the major emotional catalyst.

The speaker

imagines a young Roman of the past, expressing the thoughts
that must have troubled him, and the resultant' psychological turmoil ostensibly suggested by the stormy gale V7hich
"plies the saplings double" (1. 3) over the ruins of Uricon.
In a feeling of empathy, the speaker himself is moved to
observe:

"The tree of man was never quiet:/ Then 'twas

the Roman, now 'tis I" (11. 15-16), and, having seen this
correspondence, he foretells future consequences while
omitting the cause:
The gale, it plies the saplings double.
It blows so hard, 'tv7ill soon be gone:
To-day the Roman and his trouble
Are ashes under Uricon.

(11. 17-20)

Tomiorrow, it will be the persona himself, and his life
burden, which will be "ashes under Uricon."

In A Shrop-

shire Lad XXXV (CP, p. 52) the figure is carried perhaps
to its ultimate extreme in the speaker's decision to join
thp» "ctnlrin ot-G vn^yr-y^^rsrr -^11 ^o die" (1. 8 ) :
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Far the calling bugles hollo.
High the screaming fife replies.
Gay the files of scarlet follow:
Woman bore me, I will rise.

(11. 13-16)

This use of a future consequence attributed to the remotest
of all possible causes (an example of transumptio) emphasizes the implied powerlessness of all men, since they also
are born of woman, to refuse the call of war.

The effect

is similar to that example suggested by Lanham's Handlist
of Rhetorical Terms: "The ship is sinking: damn the V700d
12
where the mast grew."
In still another instance, "Hughley Steeple" (CP,
p. 87), the speaker relies upon logical consequence, first
to emphasize the total indifference death has brought to
those buried beneath the tower—
Tall in their midst the tov7er
Divides the shade and sun,
And the clock strikes the hour
And tells the time to none.

(11. 5-8)

Then, to emphasize a similar conclusion about himself, he
joins them:

"Ajid I shall ne'er be lonely/ Asleep with

these or those" (11. 23-24).

The implied consolation and

the understated logical consequence serve to emphasize the
absolute oblivious state of the dead beneath the steeple.
The same theme is developed by logical consequence
in Last Poems XL (OP, p. 148) . The speaker, assuming a
12
Richard I\, Lanham, A Handlist of Rhetorical Terms:
A Guide for Students of English Literature (Berkeley:
Univ. of California Press, 1968), pp. 65-66.
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voice of experience, brings to the beauties of nature a
scepticism which finds them less enchanting to him than
they once were, and he complains that the "traveller's joy
beguiles in autumn/ Hearts that have lost their own"
(11. 11-12).

Hence, he advises the reader:

Possess, as I possessed a season.
The countries I resign.
Where over elmy plains the highway
Would mount the hills and shine.
And full of shade the pillared forest
Would murmur and be mine.
(11. 19-24)
The reason for his disillusionment is suppressed—for
emotional effect—in the final stanza:
For nature, heartless, witless nature.
Will neither care nor know
What stranger's feet may find the meadow
And trespass there and go.
Nor ask amid the dews of morning
If they are mine or no.

(11. 25-30)

(This use of consequence recalls the figure's description
in the Ad Herennium as that which leaves "the v7hole matter
in distrust" [p. 403].)
One possible reading of the first of the preceding
stanzas suggests that the speaker identifies himself with
those hearts who have lost their own joy (1. 12) . The
lines:

"Possess, as I possessed a season,/ The countries

I resign" (11. 19-20) are in the present tense and V70uld
appear to indicate a moment of decision for the speaker.
The final stanza, however, written in the future tense, is
potentially subject to at least two possible interpretations:

(^)

Thf^ cirxa^Ver may feel that nature no longer
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appears to care and that the "tune the enchantress plays"
(1. 2) has stopped; therefore, that he will "resign" those
countries he has possessed, leaving them to those for whom
the enchantress still plays—since to hear her music
obviously requires a state of mind which does not know the
"heartless, witless" side of nature he describes; (2) The
second possibility might be the placement of the final
stanza in the future at that time when the speaker will have
resigned the countries he possessed forever, and like
"heartless, witless nature," he
Will neither care nor know
What stranger's feet may find the meadow
And trespass there and go.
(11. 26-28)
This sentiment is not unlike that expressed in
More Poems II (CP, pp. 158-59) as the speaker concludes:
The realm I look upon and die
Another man will own;
He shall attain the heaven that I
Perish and have not known.
But I will go where they are hid
That never were begot.
To my inheritance amid
The nation that is not.

(11. 21-28)

In this lament, the speaker intimates by logical consequence
that he will become a part of the "heartless, witless
nature" described in the preceding poem of this discussion.
This conclusion is reinforced by the final stanza:
When mixed with me the sandstorms drift
And nerve and thew and brain
Are ashes for the air to lift
And lightly shower again.
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But Housman's most effective use of logical consequence perhaps occurs in xMore Poems VII (CP, p. 166). Here,
the speaker argues from two carefully chosen consequences
occurring as natural phenomena:
Stars, I have seen them fall.
But when they drop and die
No star is lost at all
From all the star-sov7n sky.

(11. 1-4) —

and:
It rains into the sea.
And still the sea is salt.

(11. 7-8)

These two consequences lead the reader to suspect what lies
behind the speaker's conclusion that "the toil of all that
be/ Helps not the primal fault" (11. 5-6), i.e., that the
inconceivable immensity of the universe and the unalterable
laws of nature are evidence that all V7ill experience what
13
another poet has called the "blight man was born for";
but, again, Housman uses logical consequence as a strategy
of emphasis to cause the reader to feel, rather than to
intellectualize, the pathos of "the primal fault," suppressing the complete development of the idea in such a way as
to lead the reader to respond through emotional--as opposed
to intellectual—recognition.
13
Gerard Manley Hopkins, "Spring and Fall: To a
Young Child," The Norton Anthology of English Literature,
Major Authors Edition, ed. M. H. Abrams et al. (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1975), p. 2302.
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Analogy
Emphasis produced through analogy, according to the
Ad Herennium, is achieved when "we cite some analogue and
do not amplify it, but by its means intimate what we are
thinking" (p. 403). A prime example of this technique can
be seen in A Shropshire Lad XVI (CP, p. 29), in Housman's
use of the nettle "on the graves of lovers" to intimate
the absolute immobility of "the lover" within the grave
(1. 7 ) . As exemplified in this poem, and others, many of
Housman's analogies are drawn from "trivial incidents or
events in nature so commonplace as to be taken for granted.
This particular type of analogy recalls Housman's aforementioned praise of Wilkie Collins's novel. No Name,
because of "the art with which trivial incidents are made to
14
cause intense and painful excitement."
The nettle "nods
and curtseys and recovers/ When the wind blows above"
(11. 1-2); yet, the reader is led to sense that, as do
other lovers of the grave in Housman's poems—"who sought
and found six feet of ground" (Last Poems XXXII, CP,
p. 138)—these lovers lie where the wind that moves the
passive nettle cannot reach them..
Housman also uses the nettle analogy to emphasize
the certainty and endurance of trouble (in More Poems XXXII,
CP, p. 191):
14
The Letters, p. 262.
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With seed the sov7ers scatter
The furrows as they go.
Poor lads, 'tis little matter
How many sorts they sow.
For only one will grov7.

The stinging-nettle only
Will still be sure to stand:
The numberless, the lonely.
The thronger of the land.
The leaf that hurts the hand.
That thrives, come sun, come showers;
Blow east, blow west, it springs;
It peoples town, and towers
About the courts of Kings,
And touch it and it stings.

(11. 1-5, 11-20)

Reminiscent of Adam's curse, the nettle is given the
qualities of enduring energy and hardiness, the capability
of inflicting pain, and a stalwart indifference to the
social distinctions of those who receive its sting. The
analogue, however, is not developed, and any correspondences are left for the reader to discover.

The analogy in

A Shropshire Lad LXIII (CP, p. 91) functions in a similar
fashion, the reader being permitted to supply the missing
points of comparison:
I hoed and trenched and weeded.
And took the flowers to fair:
I brought them home unheeded;
The hue was not the wear.
So up and down I sow them
For lads like me to find.
When I shall lie below them,
A dead man out of mind.
Some seed the birds devour.
And some the season mars,
---• ' --^, ...^ -here will flower
-:;.^.£; ^;.^,.:.-:_.~i^- r

starS,
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And fields will yearly bear them
As light-leaved spring comes on.
And luckless lads will wear them
When.I am dead and gone.
Another of Housman's poems, which is one of his
most compelling, contains also one of his most intriguing
analogies.

The triviality of "the sighing wind" in A

Shropshire Lad XXXVIII (CP, p. 56) becomes a source of
painful loneliness to the speaker because, on the most
literal level of meaning, the wind serves as an intermediary
between the speaker and his distant friends.
air" has also known his companions intimately:

The "sighing
"Warm with

the blood of lads I know/ Comes east the sighing air."
Once, the stanza continues, the wind—
fanned their temples, filled their lungs.
Scattered their forelocks free;
My friends made words of it with tongues
That talk no more to me.
(11. 5-8)
Yet the remembered voices now are silent, for, as the
speaker remarks:

"Names of men blow soundless by,/ My

fellows' and my own"; and it is not until the last stanza
that Housman spells out the less obvious analogy between
the speaker of the poem and the wind:
The wind and I, we both were there.
But neither long abode;
Now through the friendless world we fare
And sigh upon the road.
As a result, the matter is left to the reader to sense that
the speaker is just as empty and aimless as the wind, his
only friend in "the friendless world."
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Though the circumstances are reversed, the basic
analogy of A Shropshire Lad LII (OP, p. 77) is very similar.
The speaker, imagining the scene of his distant homeland,
and focusing his thoughts upon the once commonplace trembling of the poplars, he reflects upon the hypothetical
response of a traveler who "halts on the bridge to hearken/
How soft the poplars sigh" (11. 7-8) . The contrast betv7een
the traveler and speaker is then more clearly drawn:
Here I lie down in London
And turn to rest alone.
There, by the starlit fences.
The wanderer halts and hears
My soul that lingers sighing
About the glimmering weirs.
(11. 11-12, 13-16)
The final two lines of the poem clarify the analogy set up
in the second stanza's reference to the "windless" nighttime and the "marvelling" of the V7anderer at the sighing
of what is mistaken for the poplars.

Thus transformed, by

analogy, into a force as subtle and pervasive as the night
wind, the speaker's soul haunts the "western brookland"
that "bred" him "long ago" (11. 1-2).
Analogy is also employed in Last Poems XXXV (CP,
p. 142) as a means to suggest the impossibility of altering
the inevitable ironies brought about by the inequities of
youth and old age. The speaker concludes:
— T o think that two and two are four
And neither five nor three
The heart of man has long been sore
•h-nf=\ iry^rr '+-is like to be.

(11. 9-J-2)
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Still another example is the frozen fountain analogy in
More Poems XX (CP, p. 179), opening with the lines:

"Like

mine, the veins of these that slumber/ Leapt once with
dancing fires divine."

In the second stanza the reader is

provided with a contrast:
How still, with every pulse in station.
Frost in the founts that used to leap.
They put to death, the perished nation.
How sound they sleep!
( H . 5-3)
Then, in the final stanza, the absolute quiescence of death
is further reinforced as the speaker applies the analogy to
himself:
These too, these veins which life convulses.
Wait but a V7hile, shall cease to bound;
I with the ice in all my pulses
Shall sleep as sound.
(11. 9-12)
In A Shropshire Lad XIV (CP, p. 27) the speaker has given
"his heart and soul away" (1. 12), and his resultant despair
is suggested by the analogy of drov7ning:
Ah, past the plunge of plummet.
In seas I cannot sound.
My heart and soul and senses,
World without end, are drowned.
The final lines conclude:

(11. 5-8)

"Sea-deep, till doomsday morning,/

Lie lost my heart and soul."
In some respects, Housman's most memorable analogy—
most effective, perhaps because of its brevity—occurs in
A Shropshire Lad XXIII (C£, p. 38), where the speaker considers the irony of not being able to predict which of those
individuals attending Ludlow fair "will die in their glory
Subtly, he suggests their
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untimely fate and their unfulfilled potentials with a
simple analogy which depends upon the word "bright" for
its power:

"They carry back bright to the coiner the min-

tage of man" (1. 15).
As may be observed, analogy, for Housman, transcends
mere illustration, since by means of its suggestive pov7er,
used as a strategy of emphasis, he provides numerous subtle
intimations which evoke emotional recognition and discovery.
Ambiguity
Our earlier discussion of Housman's poetic theory
stressed Housman's dislike for the strained m.etaphors and
conceits of the metaphysical poets and also his aversion
to the conventions of poetic diction so popular in the
eighteenth century.

The strength of his view of these

issues led him to write on one occasion:

"When I hear

anyone say, with defiant emphasis, that Pope was a poet,
I suspect him of calling in ambiguity of language to promote confusion of thought" (S£, p. 184). This statement
should be fair warning to those who would suspect Housman
of employing ambiguity inconsequentially in his own poems,
and yet a particular kind of ambiguity does occur which
helps to account in some degree for the emotional impact
of many of his poems.

Basically, he uses ambiguity spar-

ingly and in the purely classical manner explained in the
Ad Herennium'5 discussion of significatio which states:
igh Ambiguity when a word can be
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taken in two or more senses, but yet is taken in that sense
which the speaker intends" (p. 401). The treatise goes on
to say as well:

"Even as we must avoid those ambiguities

which make the style obscure, so must we seek those which
produce an emphasis of this sort.

It will be easy to find

them if we know and pay heed to the double and multiple
meanings of words" (p. 401). Even Quintilian, who objects
to the "coarse jibes so common on the lips of the rabble,
where ambiguity of words is turned to the service of abuse,"
admits that the "play on words capable of two different
meanings" can sometimes be effective if their use is "helped
out by actual facts as well as similarity of sound" (Institutes, III, 463).
The emphasis achieved by this device depends
principally upon disparities in meaning.

When Housman is

most successful in its use, the reader is led to sense
double, or even multiple, meanings in a special context: one
where the various meanings can have an acceptable application, thereby satisfying Quintilian's demand that various
possible meanings be supported by the am.biguities. Furthermore, whereas the existence of multiple meanings may
call for recognition on an intellectual level, the emphasis
designed by Housman is produced primarily by the emotional
tension resulting from disparity of meanings within a single
context.

An excellent example occurs in A Shropshire Lad V
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(CP, p. 15) where a young man contrasts the motive of
suitors less scrupulous than he is with those of his own:
Some lads there are, 'tis shame to say.
That only court to thieve.
And once they bear the bloom away
'Tis little enough they leave.

(11. 17-20)

The word "leave" may suggest several interpretations:
1) to depart from, 2) to allov7 to remain behind, 3) to
give by will, or bequeath, or 4) to place or deposit so as
to allow to remain behind.

The facts of his argument may

support any one or all of these meanings.

Thus in the first

sense of "leave," once the bloom is stolen, the thief never
returns, since possession of the bloom is his only object.
In the second sense, once the bloom is taken away, only
the stem ("little enough") is left behind; hence, the line
suggests that virginity can be given only once, "little
enough" in this sense becoming an understatement with its
own emphatic force.

The third sense implies that the

thief, at his departure, "leaves" or wills an inheritance
of dubious quality, and once more, "little enough" may serve
as an understatement.

This legacy m.ay range in possibility

from nothing, to a tainted reputation, or even a baby--an
object of questionable consolation under the circumstances.
Finally, in the fourth sense, the "little enough" that is
left may be the hollow memory of something desired but
unattained, the first installment of a relationship nevei
to be paid in full.

In each sense, it should be noted,
poem is intensified, not
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obscured, by recognition of the various meanings of the
words "leave" and "little enough."
The clocks in Housman's poems provide further
examples of ambiguity which produce emphasis.

The fifth

stanza of A Shropshire Lad IX (CP, p. 21), for example,
reads:
And naked to the hangman's noose
The morning clocks will ring
A neck God made for other use
Than strangling in a string.
«

The play upon the word "ring" in this context, it may be
mentioned, is an example of mezozeugma: that is, the
employing of a common verb in the middle of the construction upon which the words "clocks" and "neck" must both
depend.

The clocks, serving as universally accepted guard-

ians of time, will "ring" the stroke of eight and become
accomplices in the execution.

They may also "ring" the

lad's neck in the sense that they may be located in various
directions around or about the gallows "fast by the four
cross ways" (1. 4). Moreover, serving as a homophone of
"wring," the figure suggests all of the unpleasant connotations associated V7ith execution by hanging; in this sense,
"ring" governs the direct object "neck" as well as the
subject "clocks."

Again, in all three senses, the facts

of the situation support the multiple meanings so that they
emphasize rather than obscure the suggestion that time is
inextricably related to death.

Later in the poem, the
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So here I' 11 watch the night and V7ait
To see the morning shine.
When he will hear the stroke of eight
And not the stroke of nine.

(11. 25-28)

Here the word "stroke," repeated to emphasize the passing
of time, suggests not only the striking of the clocks, but
also the multiple meanings associated with a physical blow;
a calamitous event; divine chastizement or vengeance; the
pulse of the heart; a single, complete movement in one
direction; paralytic seizure; and, finally, the laying out
15
of a corpse.
The associations of the word "sleep" also
emphasize the particularly hapless fate described in the
fourth stanza:
There sleeps in Shrewsbury jail tonight.
Or wakes, as may betide,
A better lad, if things went right.
Than most that sleep outside.
"Eight O'clock" (CP, p. 115) is another poem which
not only demonstrates Housman's ability to transform the
trivial incident (in this case, morning quarters) into a
moment of intense and painful excitement, but also makes
effective use of ambiguity.

Again, a clock is an accom.-

plice in an execution; for the word "struck" in the final
lines, "And then the clock collected in the tower/ Its
strength, and struck," employs ambiguity to suggest this
fact.
Another example of ambiguity controlled by zeugma
is found in A Shropshire Lad XXVI (CP, p. 41) in which
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one of the speakers, an Aspen, comments upon two "lovers
looking to be wed" (1. 7 ) :
time shall put them both to bed.
But she shall lie with earth above.
And he beside another love.'
(11. 8-10)
The phrase "to bed" has a double meaning derived from the
phrases "with earth above" and "beside another love," since
the two phrases are governed by the single verb "lie."
The same construction recurrs in the last stanza, where the
verb "sleep" governs the phrases "with clover clad" and
"beside another lad," again developing the double meaning
necessary for the poem's success.
In "The Carpenter's Son" (CP, pp. 70-71), Housman
uses a figure of speech called antanaclasis, the repeating
of a word-~in this case "fare"—with a shift in meaning:
"Fare you well, for ill fare I:/ Live, lads, and I will
die" (11. 3-4, 27-28).

The valedictory, "Fare you well,"

is juxtaposed with the hapless "faring" of the speaker about
to be hanged.

His advice:

"See my neck and save your

own" (1. 23) utilizes a further double meaning; for "neck"
may, as a synecdoche, allude directly to tv70 colloquial
expressions:
neck out."

"Save your own neck" and "He really stuck his

Housman provides just enough support for the

latter expression by his allusions to Christ in the earlier
stanzas and by his choice of the word "stuck" in the second
stanza:

"Had I stuck to plane and adze,/ I had not been

lost, my lads" (11- 7-R^
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still another intriguing play on v7ords used for
emphasis occurs in A Shropshire Lad LVIII (CP, p. 84) :
When I came last to Ludlow
Amidst the moonlight pale.
Two friends kept step beside me.
Two honest lads and hale.
Now Dick lies long in the churchyard.
And Ned lies long in jail.
And I come home to Ludlow
Amidst the moonlight pale.
Both visits to Ludlow by the speaker occur at night "amidst
the moonlight pale" and thus arouse suspicion.

Moreover,

his friends accompanying him on the first visit have met
with tragic circumstances, a fact which seems undeniably
related since Housman chooses to use the phrase "lies long"
to describe each situation.

Dick "lies long'' in the church-

yard in two possible senses; one may refer to his horizontal
orientation in the coffin, the other to the length of time
he has been there (or may be expected to remain there).

The

phrase "lies long" in Ned's case may have the same two meanings (horizontal orientation or length of time), but there
is a further possible meaning which may derive some of its
credence from prolepsis,—i.e., an attribute that, although
it is applied now, will have relevancy later:

"Two honest

lads and hale," (1. 4 ) , the description applied to Dick and
Ned.

"Lies long in jail" may imply that Ned, who was

"honest" at that particular time in the past specified in
the first stanza, is now "lying" to protect the speaker who
must still "come to Ludlow/ Amidst the moonlight pale,"
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A similar play on the word "lying" occurs in More
Poems IX (CP, p. 168):
When green buds hang in the elm like dust
And sprinkle the lime like rain.
Forth I wander, forth I must.
And drink of life again.
Forth I must by hedgerow bov7ers
To look at the leaves uncurled
And stand in the fields where cuckoo-flowers
Are lying about the world.
The carpe diem theme present in the lines is particularly
reinforced by the double meaning of "lying" in the final
line.

The cuckoo-flowers are accomplices along with the

other phenomena of early spring in creating the illusion of
perpetual beauty.

The unmistakeable association of the word

"cuckoo" with the clock, which patronizingly reminds us of
the passing of time, taken together with the repeated
phrase "forth I must," seems designed to lead the audience
to sense the "lie" of the "cuckoo-flowers."
A final example of double meaning which might be
cited exists in "Lancer" (CP, pp. 103-104), where the
ambiguity is once again essential to the emotional force of
the poem.

In the opening stanza, the speaker announces:
I 'listed at home for a lancer,
Oh who would not sleep with the brave?
I 'listed at home for a lancer
To ride on a horse to my grave.

This anticipated encounter with death, together with a
clarification of the word "sleep," is further elaborated
upon in the next stanza:
7\*^/) /^TT«-.v. 4-u^ r^as we were bidden
,;« CQunxt'^'"^'^^' to take and to keep;
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And far with the brave I have ridden.
And now with the brave I shall sleep.
The reader learns in the following stanza that the "brave"
are the speaker's slain companions who, he says, "learned
me the way to behave,/ And showed me my business of dying"
(11. 10-11).

The fourth stanza then summarizes the

speaker's commitment to, and respect for, those who will
die on the battlefield:
They ask and there is not an answer;
Says I, I will 'list for a lancer.
Oh who would not sleep V7ith the brave?
The speaker's complete identification with the dead implies
some small consolation in the fifth stanza:
And I with the brave shall be sleeping
At ease on my mattress of loam.
When back from their taking and keeping
The squadron is riding at home.
Were the poem to end here, the sentiment would not be
uncharacteristic of Housman's other soldiers who are well
aware of death's certain presence on the battlefield (see,
for example, "The Nev7 Mistress," CP, p. 51, and A Shropshire Lad XXXV, CP, p. 52). But the abrupt shift in the
speaker's tone in the stanza which follows introduces a
new context for the recurring question:

"Oh who would not

sleep with the brave?":
The wind with the plumes will be playing.
The girls will stand watching them V7ave,
And eyeing my comrades and saying
Oh who would not sleep with the brave?

is not an answer.

(11. 20-24)
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The sexual connotation of the word "sleep" brings to light
a new, and less patriotic, motivation for enlisting, and
the hypothetically dead soldier, hearing no girl refuse,
directs a suspicious accusation to the audience:

"Says

you, I will 'list for a lancer. Oh who would not sleep with
the brave?"

The conflicting motives for enlisting are thus

handled artfully by Housman's use of the Scime three-line
construction for the two critical stanzas which are identical save for one word (the "I" of stanza four is changed to
"you" in the sixth stanza).

The use of ambiguity turning

on a double meaning for "sleep" enables the reader to sense
the vital difference between the "mattress of loam" and the
mattress "at home"—reminiscent of those reflected in the
lines in A Shropshire Lad XXV:

"A lad that lives and has

his will/ Is worth a dozen dead" (CP, p. 40) .
Admittedly, readers and critics will do well to
remember Richard Wilbur's observation that "there is no
greater obtuseness than to treat all poets as Metaphysicals,
and to insist on discovering puns which are not likely to
16
be there."
Nonetheless, in Housman we find that peculiar
kind of double meaning endorsed by the ancients which avoids
obscurity while at the same time leading the reader to
I c^
•'
Richard Wilbur, "Round About a Poem of Housman's,
A. E. Housman: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed.
Christopher Ricks (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
1968), p. 96.
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discover emotional currents not literally expressed in the
words of the poem.
Aposiopesis
The figure of aposiopesis is used when "something
is said and then the rest of what the speaker has begun to
say is left unfinished" (Ad Herennium, p. 331). But emphasis, this same source continues, results most effectively
through aposiopesis if "v7hat we have already said leaves
enough to arouse suspicion" (p. 403), As with the other
figures which achieve emphasis, the emtotional discovery of
certain aspects of the idea suppressed intentionally by
the poet also comes into play.

The monologue Additional

Poems VI (CP_, p. 221) is a characteristic example of this
classical figure at work:
Ask me no more, for fear I should reply;
Others have held their tonaues, and so can I;
Hundreds have died, and to]d no tale before:
Ask me no more, for fear I should reply—
(11. 1-4)
The suspicion set up by this warning is only partially
relieved by the bare details of the closing stanza:
How one was true and one was clean of stain^
And one was braver than the heavens are high.
And one was fond of me: and all are slain.
Ask me no more, for fear I should reply.
The phrase "for fear I should reply" emphasizes by logical
consequence the potential horror of the unstated answer,
which, though a secret, nevertheless yearns to be told.
Housman uses aposiopesis for better effect, hovcver,
y dialogue, as in Additional
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PQ^^^S

XIV (CP, p. 229); or, as in several poems, where he

also uses the device of eidolopoeia—the presenting of a
dead speaker who interrogates a living individual:
'Oh is it the jar of nations.
The noise of a world run mad.
The fleeing of earth's foundations?'
Yes, yes; lie quiet, my lad.

(11. 1-4)

And, although the answer in the second stanza is a curt—
"My business; never you mind" (1. 8)—the interlocutor from
the grave will not be put off:
'Oh is it the newsboys crying
Lost battle, retreat, despair.
And honour and England dying?'
At this, the questioned man finally loses his patience and
puts the miatter to rest by implying "yes" while pretending
to withhold the information:
Well, fighting-cock, what if it were?

The devil this side of the darnels
Is having a dance with man.
And quarrelsome chaps in charnels
Must bear it as best they can.
Sustentatio
Termed variously as suspense, paradox, or surprise,
sustentatio is another figure of thought in Housman's poems
which produces emphasis--emphasis once again defined as the
art of "permitting the hearer himself to guess what the
speaker has not mentioned" (Ad Herennium, p. 403). The
force of this device has been approached and defined in
critics.

Tom Burns Haber, for
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example, contends that "nearly one-fifth" of Housman's poems
are patterned on V7hat he calls "the principle of contrast"
in V7hich Housman introduces an affirmative theme "which his
perverse spirit attacks and overthrov7s, to leave dominant
in the poem the negative theme of sorrov7 and defeat." 17
Further, Robert V7. Stallman notes that, in his Primitivism
and Decadense, Yvor Winters calls this same effect "The
18
Double Mood."
It has been further designated by Louis
MacNeice as "ironic juxtaposition," 19 and by Cleanth Brooks
as "a shift in tone" which in producing a "shock" often
achieves ironic effects.20 The device to which these
various definitions allude is nevertheless classical, and
albeit Housman's themes and treatment of nature may be
romantic, his technique for the transfusion of emotion in
his verse relies heavily upon the classical figure of
sustentatio, or suspension.
Quintilian, in Institutio Oratoria, describes
sustentatio as the raising of an audience's expectation in
a direction of levity, keeping it in suspense for a period
•^^Tom Burns Haber, "The Spirit of the Pervers- in
A. E. Housman," South Atlantic Quarterly 40 (October 1940),
pp. 376, 378.
•''^"Annotated Bibliography of A. E. Housman:
Critical Study," PMLA 60 (June 1945), 477.
"^^"Housman in Retrospect," New Republic, 102
(April 29, 1940), 583.
20
Brooks, pp. 71-74.
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of time, and then with an abrupt change in direction,
adding something "much worse" (p. 387). He notes, further,
that this figure can be called paradox or surprise.

The

general effect of sustentatio, it may be observed, is to set
up a dissonance which must be resolved by the reader.

A

good example is Milton's line "Nymphs and shepherds, dance
no more," so much admired by Housman for its emotional
effect upon him (SP, p. 192). The strategy involved
usually is to present one particular facet of the "reconciliation of opposite or discordant qualities," a method
which, as a "'mode of irony,' 'tension,' 'the reconciliation of diverse impulses,' or 'a pattern of resolved
stresses'—has become both the basic conception of poetic
unity and the prime criterion of poetic excellence in
I. A. Richards and many of the New Critics."

The idea of

tension in poetry has been traced back primiarily to
Coleridge's Biographia Literaria, 1817; but it is useful to
note, with respect to Housman's work, that Longinus calls
attention not only to "the intense and necessarily brief
fragment . . . , the lightening revelation, the shattering
image, or the stunning burst of passion," noted by M. H.
Abrams, but also to a "power of the mind which interfuses
22
its quality throughout the entire fabric of a poem."
21
M. H. Abrams, "Theories of Poetry," Princeton
Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, 1974 ed., p. 645.
22
Richard H. Foale. "Intensity," Princeton Encyclo, 1974 ed., p. 398.
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According to T. R. Henn, Longinus isolates "the organization of disparate aspects" as one of the contributing fac23
tors of sublimity in Sappho's Ode; viz.:
Blest as the immortal gods is he
The youth whose eyes may look on thee.
Whose ears thy tongue's sweet melody
May still devour.
Thou smilest too!—sweet smile, whose charm
Has stuck my soul with wild alarm
And, when I see thee, bids disarm
Each vital power.
Speechless I gaze: the flame within
Runs swift o'er all my quivering skin;
My eyeballs swin: with dizzy din
My brain reels round.
And cold drops fall; and tremblings frail
Seize every limb; and grassy pale
I grov7; and then—together fail
Both sight and sound.24
In his discussion of this poem, Longinus, according to
Richard H. Fogle, "makes intensity the reconciler of
opposites, with an effect objectively evident in the artistic unity of the whole."
observes:

In such instances, Longinus

"'Extremes meet'—the lover freezes and burns,

is joyous and wretched simultaneously, and Sappho is able
25
to render these contradictions acceptable."
A sd-milar use
of contradicting images can be seen in Housman's A Shropshire Lad XXX (CP, p. 47):
23
Henn, p. 100.
^^Trans. J. Herman Merivale, quoted in Henn, p. 97.
^^Fogle, p. 398.
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More than I, if truth were told.
Have stood and sweated hot and cold.
And through their reins in ice and fire
Fear contended with desire.

(11. 5-8)

In many cases however, the various kinds of tension resulting from diverse impulses in Housman's poems are too complex
and myriad in their forms to be adequately explained by the
classical figures under consideration here.^^

The peculiar

effect of sustentatio in many of Housman's poems leaves the
disparate or opposing elements unreconciled, and this
remaining dissonance generates emotion.

An appropriate

analogy in this respect may be drawn from the theory of
harmony as it is applied to music, particularly with respect
to the fact that the power of music often affects the audience emotionally in a pre-intellectual way.

Especially

26
The complexity of tension in Housman's poems is a
problem considered in a variety of critical approaches.
Christopher Ricks suggests that Housman's rhythm and style
are at odds with what is said in the poems, in "The Nature
of Housman's Poetry," A. E. Housman: A Collection of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968),
p. 106. F. W. Bateson sees "the apparent union of tv70
apparently incompatible qualities—a classic concision of
style and a romantic extremism of temiperament" as the source
of tension, in "The Poetry of Emphasis," also in A. E. Housman: A Collection of Critical Essays, p. 134. Gerard
Reedy, S. J., focuses on yet another source of tension
between Housman's classical form and his romantic alienation and concludes that classical ideals of order are
"catastrophically dead for modern man," in Victorian Poetry,
6 (1968), 60; and B. J. Leggett isolates the "conflict
between speaker and poem . . . seen in a larger context
which includes the dramatic situation Housman created for
virtually all of his poetry, the character he chose for his
poetic mask, and the theory of poetry which led both to the
naivete of his poetic voice and the oft-remarked 'purity'
of his poetic style," in "The Poetry of Insight: Persona
and Point of View in Housman," Victorian Poetry, 14 (1976),
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noteworthy in this connection is Housman's reference to
Coleridge's contention that "poetry gives most pleasure
when only generally and not perfectly understood" (SP,
p. 187). He follows this reference with the observation
that "The Haunted Palace" is one of Poe's "best poems as
long as we are content to swim in the sensations it evokes
and only vaguely to apprehend the allegory" (S£, p. 187) .
In fact, Housman himself referred to poe^try in terms of
"melody,"^^ "lyrical note" (S£, p. 189) and "celestial tune"
(SP, p. 189). Once, choosing a rare passage from Dryden
that met his approval, he wrote:

"I believe that I admire

that passage . . . because my ears are not contentedly
attuned to the choir captives singing hymns in the prison
chapel, but can listen to the wild music that burdens every
bough in the free world outside the wall" (S£, p. 182).
Moreover, to his sister he wrote:

"The essential business

of poetry, as it has been said, is to harmonise the sadness
of the universe,"^^ and his belief that poetry ought to
set up a vibration in the reader's sense corresponding to
that felt by the poet implies that he may have been thinking
in terms of harmony.
The dynamic force of harmonic movement in music
depends upon the relationship between the elements of
^'^"Swinburne," The American Scholar, 39 (vjinter
1969-70), 66.
^^The Letters, p. 141.
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consonance and dissonance; that of musical composition
depends upon the build-up and resolution of the tension
produced between them.

Many of Housman's poems are analo-

gous to normal harmonic progressions in the sense that a
harmonic progression can be defined as a more or less
extended group of motions from note to note, or from chord
29
to chord in a composition.
Every such progression ends
with a cadence of two chords; the first is a dissonant chord
frequently containing a leading tone which leads the ear to
expect the progression to end on the second, a tonic chord
which resolves the dissonance.

Housman's use of sustentatio

as it is defined by Quintilian can be compared to the use of
what music theorists call an interrupted cadence or Trugschluss (deceptive close).

In this kind of cadence, the

leading chord is "resolved irregularly," and its "precise
significance is for the most part confined to the element
of surprise. ""^^ The final chord that is a deceptive chord
corresponds to the shift to "something much worse" in
Quintilian's definition of sustentatio.

Housman's Last

Poems XXIII (C£, p. 124) is an excellent example of the
figure itself, and its correspondence to the deceptive
close in harmonic theory can be readily seen.

In his first

^^C. Hubert H. Parry, "Progression," Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1954 ed.
^^George Dyson, "Cadence," Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 1954 ed., II, p. H .
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stanza, he establishes the key of the progression, and the
element of consonance is developed by the word "happy" as
the lovers look at one another:
In the morning, in the morning.
In the happy field of hay.
Oh they looked at one another
By the light of day.
As may be seen, a pleasant expectation is set up in the
line:

"Oh they looked at one another," leading the reader

to question the significance of the action.

In other words

Housman tells us when the event takes place, but not why.
Then, the first three lines of the second stanza provide a
variation upon the same theme:
In the blue and silver morning
On the haycock as they lay.
Oh they looked at one another.

(11. 5-7)

The expected resolution in the last line, however, is
avoided, being replaced by the effect of a deceptive close,
and so the poem ends on an unexpected, dissonant chord, as
it were:

"And they looked away."

The classical emphasis achieved through sustentatio
in this poem, and the mechanism, by which it operates, is
comparable also to the use of the coda in those musical
compositions which normally use the deceptive cadence.

In

its simplest use, the coda is made of a few chords with an
authentic cadence which serves to provide a decent finish
to the musical composition, i.e., to provide a finish which
satisfactorily resolves the dissonance.

Typically, in those

_;; ^:r:-.Ji;eT,, :3ustentatio for emphasis, Housm.an
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typically develops a progression, ends it irregularly on a
dissonant chord for emotional impact (which arrives with
such a surprise that it precedes any intellectual analysis),
and leaves the audience to reconcile the contrarieties thus
established.

In effect, the audience must supply the coda.

The coda thus supplied must necessarily involve some
intellectual synthesis of the disparate elements of the
poem, but it is of the utmost significance in connection
with Housman's theory of poetry that the emotional impact
of the dissonance is itself immediate and that it precedes
any attempt at intellectual explanation.

This, of course,

is not to say that the impact of sustentatio accounts for
all of the emotional effects achieved by the poem.

The

figure does suggest, nevertheless, in its close similarity
in usage to the deceptive cadence in harmonic theory, that
when Housman says that the business of poetry is to "harmonise the sadness of the universe" because it is "somehov7
31
more sustaining and healing than prose,"
he is not
suggesting by the word "harmonise" a final consonant chord
but rather a dissonant one which truly evokes the "sadness"
he perceives.

If one could, fancifully, assemble all of

the personae of his poems on stage and direct them in the
singing of a chord made of the notes of their own choosing,
the resulting combination would most likely produce a
31
The Letters, p. 141.
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discordant diminished seventh chord, the notes of which
"equally divide the octave, making it impossible to deter32
mine its structure."
The diminished seventh chord is not
merely dissonant; in addition, when employed by itself, it
offers no hint of any further progression to follow.

The

very comparable quality in many of Housman's poems is no
doubt responsible for some of the critical reactions of
uncertainty with respect to the Housman canon.

Christopher

Ricks,, for example, observes that we are "hard put to say
why we like or dislike his poems,"33 and a number of other
critics find fault with his poems because they discover no
consistent philosophical base (or tonality, in musical
34
terminology) by which to judge him.
But to return to illustrative instances again, one
of the most striking instances of sustentatio in Housman
occurs in "Fancy's Knell" (CP, pp, 150-51), in which in
the first four stanzas the speaker describes the happiness
of youth and the attendant beauty of nature.

Both them.es

are illustrated respectively in the second and fourth
stanzas:
^^Robert W. Ottman, Advanced Harmony: Theory and
Practice (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972),
p. 164.
•^•^Ricks, "The Nature of Housman's Poetry," P. 106.
^"^Leggett mentions various critical works that
attack Housman on this point in Housman's Land of Lost
Content: A Critical Study of A Shropshire Lad (Knoxville:
Univ. o^f Tennessee Press, 1970), p. 10.
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Ours were idle pleasures.
Yet oh, content we were.
The young to wind the measures.
The old to heed the air;
And I to lift with playing
From tree and tower and steep
The light delaying.
And flute the sun to sleep.

Wenlock Edge was umbered.
And bright was Abdon Burf,
And warm between them slumbered
The smooth green miles of turf;
Until from grass and clover
The upshot beam would fade.
And England over
Advanced the lofty shade.
Through these stanzas, little dissonance can be detected;
in fact, the expectations of continued pleasantry are
carried all the way through the first four lines of the
final stanza:
The lofty shade advances,
I fetch my flute and play:
Come, lads, and learn the dances
And praise the tune to-day.

(11. 33-36)

The subtle hint of approaching discord might still not even
be noticed unless the reader has already recognized Housman's use of chiasmus (the repetition of words in reverse
grammatical order), repeating the line, "Advanced the lofty
shade," in inverted order ("The lofty shade advances") in
order to sharpen its sense and to contrast the idea
expressed in its second form by changing the tense from
past to present.

The turn for the worse occurs rather

abruptly in the final four lines as Housman deliberately
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truncates the final line to emphasize the unexpected
interruption of death:
To-morrow, more's the pity.
Away we both must hie.
To air the ditty.
And to earth I.
Conformatio
A final figure of thought in Housman's poems,
conformatio or personification, may be applied, according
to the Ad Herennium, "to a variety of things, mute and
inanimate," being most useful in the "Appeal to Pity"
(p. 401). Housman uses the figure effectively in two ways:
1) in combination with commemoratio, i.e., an appeal to
approved authority, and 2) as eidolopoeia, the use of the
speaking dead.

The most notable example in Housman of the

former use can be seen in A Shropshire Lad XXVI (CP, p. 41) .
The opening lines set up a fictional dramatic situation:
Along the field as we came by
A year ago, my love and I,
The aspen over stile and stone
Was talking to itself alone.

(11. 1-4)

In this instance, the aspen has a secret knowledge V7hich
both the persona and reader must overhear, i.e., that "'she
shall lie with earth above,/ And he [the persona] beside
another love" (11. 9-10).

At this point in the poem's

development, the aspen's V7ords are still simply a matter
of conjecture.

The first lines of the second stanza, how-

ever, leave no choice but to accept the prophecy of the
enough beneath the tree/ There
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walks another love with me" (11. 11-12).

The persona may

now admit as fact that death can—and often does—separate
two lovers and sever their love so completely and finally
that the partner who remains alive can soon forget and
forsake the dead sweetheart who lies "with earth above."
Yet, at this stage of the poem, there is nothing in the
speaker's revelation that suggests a sense of loss or
sorrow.

He has simply lost one love and found another.

The

last eight lines, in contrast, demonstrate a sudden but
almost imperceptible change of tone to wrench a chilling
truth out of the fictional world created by the personification of the aspen which rustles its leaves once again:
And overhead the aspen heaves
Its rainy-sounding silver leaves;
And I spell nothing in their stir.
But now perhaps they speak to her.
And plain for her to understand
They talk about a time at hand
When I shall sleep with clover clad.
And she beside another lad.

(11. 13-20)

Although this second message is imagined by the persona,
the suspicion which makes it plausible comes from his
knowledge that the aspen is a dependable authority.

He has

already seen one of its predictions come true, and there is
something expressly sinister in the aspen's possession of
the secret of the time of his demise that he cannot, and
does not, have.
The aspen's credibility as an authority on the subjects of love and death makes it an appropriate candidate
:: .3, and the personified aspen
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contributes a kind of dramatic irony, providing a deceptive
aura of fantasy which serves to underscore the message of
the poem.

There are several reasons why the aspen is

especially suited for its prophetic role.

The trunk, with

its light colored bark, has long been a traditional carving
35
place for lover's initials.
Moreover, it is difficult to
walk among aspens without feeling that someone or some
presence is watching because the characteristic eye-shaped
markings on the bark of the trees seem to stare with omniscient certainty.

Consequently, the interest which the aspen

in this poem displays for lovers that "kiss and pass" seems
quite appropriate (the word "pass", here, incidentally, is
another kind of example of the use of ambiguity to achieve
emphasis).
Two further reasons why the aspen, a member of the
poplar family, might presume to have a special knowledge
about death also exist.
faht

First, the aspen is a comparatively

growing tree which thrives upon direct sunlight.

Because it grows from suckers, it welcomes the brilliant
sunshine that stifles the seedlings of other kinds of trees.
As the young aspen grows, however, it provides a canopy of
leafy branches V7hich makes possible the needed shade for
other varieties of trees to accelerate their growth.

In a

•^^In one manuscript fragment, Housman constructs
a poem around the carving of lover's initials in a tree
trunk; see The Manuscript Poems of A. E. Housman, ed. Tom
Burns Haber fMi nnf^;=inr.i-i <= • Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1955),
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relatively brief time, the aspen is then overtaken by other
neighboring varieties of trees, and deprived of the direct
sunlight, is consequently doomed to die an untimely death
in the shade of their branches.

This biological limitation

makes Housman's aspen quite knowledgeable about the kind of
death represented in this poem—the death that takes young
lovers in the prime of life.

The second characteristic of

the aspen also allows it to comment upon the dead in that
it is often found in cemeteries, and consequently, it shares
the same familiarity with death that is attributed to the
olive tree by Housman in Additional Poems XXIII (CP, p. 240) :
"So deep the root is planted/ In the corrupting grave."
The chief quality, perhaps, that makes the aspen a
perfect candidate for personification is the fact that its
long leafstalks cause its broad leaves to tremble and rustle,
literally giving it the physical ability to whisper and
sigh in the slightest breeze and hence making it a perfect
choice for the sharing of secrets.
Another respectable authority in Housman's work on
the subject of death is found in Housman's personification
of the blackbird in A Shropshire Lad VII (CP, p. 18) :
The blackbird in the coppice
Looked out to see me stride.
And barkened as I whistled
The trampling team beside.
And fluted and replied:
'Lie down, lie down, young yeoman;
What use to rise and rise?
Pi c^ may. -^ •^^'"usand mornings
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Yet down at last he lies.
And then the man is wise.'

(11. 6-15)

But the full impact of the bird's authority seems to come
only after the young speaker "blithe afield to ploughing"
stops the bird's song, apparently by killing him with a
stone—
I heard the tune he sang me.
And spied his yellow bill;
I picked a stone and aimed it
And threw it with a will:
Then the bird was still. (11. 16-20)—
for the speaker's soul immediately takes up "the blackbird's
strain":
'Lie down, lie down, young yeoman;
The sun moves always west;
The road one treads to labor
Will lead one home to rest.
And that will be the best.'

(11. 26-30)

Housman's use of eidolopoeia, the presentation of
the speaking dead occurs in several of his poems.

In More

Poems XXXVI (C£, p. 197), the chorus of voices speaks with
the authority associated with commemoratio, or a quotation
from approved authority:
Here dead lie we because we did not choose
To live and shame the land from V7hich we sprung.
Life, to be sure, is nothing much to lose.
But young men think it is, and we were young.
The superiority of knowledge and experience shown here,
however, is not the typical vantage point for most of
Housman's dead speakers.

More typical is the ignorance and

naivete found in Thomas Hardy's "Ah, Are You Digging on My
Grave?" and "Channel Firing."

Consider Housman's Additional
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Poems XIV (CP, p. 229) and especially A Shropshire Lad
XXVII (CP, pp. 42-43) for example, both of which echo the
conclusion of the living speaker in A Shropshire Lad XXV
(CP, p. 40): "A lad that lives and has his will/ Is worth
a dozen dead."
As may be seen, Housman's use of conformatio, or
personification, especially in combination with commemoratio, achieves emphasis because it catches the reader off
guard,, as it were, disarming him and pulling him into a
world of obvious make-believe to intensify the impact of
the reader's inevitable insistence upon reality.

Though

the reader may conclude in his more leisurely contemplation
of the poem that the dead or the aspen cannot talk, this
sense of reality, nonetheless, generates an emotional
response to the sheer impossibility involved.

Quintilian

touches upon this effect in his observation that when used
successfully, "things which are false and incredible by
nature . . . will move our hearers with exceptional force
because they are beyond the truth" (Institutes, III, 393).
Conclusion
We may conclude with what perhaps may be said to be
Housman's most dramatic and competent use of significatio:
in his famous "Loveliest of Trees" and the familiar "Is My
Team Ploughing."
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One need look no further than the cherry tree poem
in A Shropshire Lad—poem II (CP, p. 11)—to find the
strategy of emphasis employed with deceptive simplicity:
Loveliest of trees, the cherry now
Is hung with bloom along the bough.
And stands about the woodland ride
Wearing white for Eastertide.
Now, of my threescore years and ten.
Twenty will not come again.
And take from seventy springs a score.
It only leaves me fifty more.
And since to look at things in bloom
Fifty springs are little room.
About the woodlands I will go
To see the cherry hung with snov7.
The whole of the poem is a study of diminutio finalized by
the implied lesser motive of the last two lines:

"About

the woodlands I will go/ To see the cherry hung with snov7."
The emotional impact of the latter understatement is set up
and intensified by the carefully controlled, step-by-step
use of logical consequence in the preceding lines (11. 5-10)
This artifice has the effect of drastically slowing down the
pace of the developing idea, and it provides a marked contrast to the snap-shot immediacy of the first stanza's
straightforward description of the cherry tree.

Beginning

with line 5, the awareness of the speaker unfolds in three
stages, each artfully emphasized more by what is not said
than by what is stated—thus echoing Horace's admonition to
hold back certain components of the idea V7hile omitting
others altogether.

The first stage uses logical consequence

M t«ie r&svilz

cf an omitted circumstance
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expressed in the lines:

"Now, of my threescore years and

ten,/ Twenty will not come again" (11, 5-6). The riddlelike statement sets up a vague sense of apprehension which
is reinforced by the mathematical consequence which follows
in the second stage:

"And take from seventy springs a

score,/ It only leaves me fifty more" (11. 7-8). This
observation is followed by a bold paradox which, by being
passed off with the same innocent air of logical consequence
characterized by the phrases that precede it, builds the
«

sense of apprehension even further.

Essentially, then, the

poem begins with a brief description of the cherry tree,
complete in the first stanza.

The remainder of the poem

(stanzas 2-3) becomes a marching figure, or gradatio, which
mounts by degrees through clauses of increasing logical
weight, dwelling momentarily on what has already been said,
before passing on to each new revelation.

The final lines

of the poem, however, rather than becoming the climax of the
figure, instead memorably and powerfully suppress the importance of the speaker's discovery about the brevity of life:
"About the woodlands I will go/ To see the cherry hung with
snow."

The emotional force of this reduction precedes

whatever attempt might be made to grapple intellectually
with deeper meaning, and the force of this emphasis can be
appreciated more fully when the poem is contrasted with
something on the order of A Shropshire Lad LVII (C£, p. 83),
an expression of the same theme without benefit of the
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'Tis late to hearken, late to smile.
But better late than never:
I shall have lived a little while
Before I die forever.

(11. 5-8)

The second poem in question (A Shropshire Lad XXVII,
CP, pp. 42-43) , has been praised generally for its emotional
impact, and rightly so.

The poem was one of Thomas Hardy's

favorites, and Housman said of it, in relation to his other
poems:

"I think it may be the best, though it is not the

most perfect":
'Is my team ploughing.
That I was used to drive
And hear the harness jingle
When I was man alive?'
Ay, the horses trample.
The harness jingles now;
No change though you lie under
The land you used to plough.
'Is football playing
Along the river shore.
With lads to chase the leather.
Now I stand up no more?'
Ay, the ball is flying,
The lads play heart and soul;
The goal stands up, the keeper
Stands up to keep the goal.
'Is my girl happy.
That I thought hard to leave.
And has she tired of weeping
As she lies down at eve?'
Ay, she lies down lightly.
She lies not down to weep:
Your girl is well contented.
Be still, my lad, and sleep
'Is my friend hearty.
Now I am thin and pine,
331.
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And has he found to sleep in
A better bed than mine?'
Yes, lad, I lie easy,
I lie as lads would choose;
I cheer a dead man's sweetheart.
Never ask me whose.
Much of the poem's power is derived from the governing figure of sustentatio, and if we return to the analogy
of musical harmony and composition, it is comparable to one
of J. S. Bach's two-part inventions.

It has four subject-

and-answer sections, each comprised of two stanzas. As is
characteristic of Housman, however, the piece ends with an
analogous deceptive cadence which actually heightens the
building of the tension rather than resolving it.

Housman

also employs eidolopoeia to emphasize the helpless state
of ignorance and hopelessness which the dead would express
if it were possible.

The deliberate use of the dead voice

calls attention to the impossibility of the situation and
reinforces the audience's awareness of the oblivion of
death.

The question asked by the deceased lad in each

section is analogous to the musical "subject" of the twopart invention, and in each section, the question is a
variation of the same theme, or melody, namely, has anything
changed since I died?

In the first stanza, the subject is

introduced:
'Is my team ploughing.
That I was used to drive
And hear the harness jingle
When I was man alive?' (11. 1-4)
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Ay, the horses trample.
The harness jingles now;
No change though you lie under
The land you used to plough.

(11. 5-8)

Coincidentally, the last two lines of this stanza (11. 7-8)
employ logical consequence to emphasize, by implied location, how close, and yet how far away, the inquirer is to
the scene.

These two lines also go beyond the specific

answer to the persona's question, and as a result, set up
the emotional shock later achieved by the deceptive cadence.
The assertion, "No change though you lie under/ The land
you used to plough" is a falsehood which remains unrecognized until the confirmation of the aposiopesis in the final
line.

The confession, "Yes, lad, I lie easy" (1. 29)

develops a suspicion of falsehood through Housman's use of
ambiguity.
The second section (stanzas 3-4) repeats the same
sequence of subject and answer, but in the third section
(stanzas 5-6) when the subject variation calls attention to
the girl, the answer is at once cautioning and evasive:
"Your girl is well contented./ Be still, my lad, and sleep"
(11. 23-24).

Accordingly, section four (stanzas 7-8) is

charged with a tension intensified by the final, heedless,
and apparently innocent question of the dead lad:•
'Is my friend hearty.
Now I am thin and pine.
And has he found to sleep in
A better bed than mine?'
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The final answer, ending in the discordant refusal to go
further, contributes emphasis in at least three ways:
(1) The clause "I lie easy" (1. 29), along with the immediate repetition of the phrase "I lie" in the next line,
recalls the falsehood of the earlier statement:

"No change

though you lie under/ The land you used to plough" (11. 7-8)
— w i t h the consequent emphasis upon the stark observation
that life does go on, and that even the presumed permanence
of love does not honor death.

(2) The confessions, "I lie

as lads would choose;/ I cheer a dead man's sweetheart"
(11. 30-31) suggest a sexual meaning for "lie" and point as
well to the ambiguity of the phrase "a better bed than mdne"
in the dead lad's final question.

(3) The final admonition:

"Never ask me whose" (1. 32) , is the logical consequence of
the only possible unstated circumstance remaining.
The poem is deceptively simple because it is packed
with a rather complex combination of classical figures which
nevertheless ring clear.

Moreover, in the aposiopesis of

the final line, it manages to fulfill the chief end of
significatio, permitting the audience itself "to guess V7hat
37
the speaker has not mentioned" (Ad Herennium, p. 403).
37

•
•'
That Housman had a full knowledge of aposiopesis
and its operation is undeniable. In discussing the figure
in his Classical Papers, he writes: "In cases of aposiopesis it is requisite that we should be able to form a notion
how the speaker was about to complete the sentence which he
breaks off: this is obviously necessary to the understanding
of the situation, because it is the thought of the suppressed words which causes to arise in his mind the emotion
which restrains him from uttering them"(ed. J. Diggle and
ge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1972],

CHAPTER IV
HOUSMAN'S FIGURES OF SPEECH:

STRATEGIES

OF DICTION AND MOVEMENT
In contrast to figures of thought, figures of
speech function not as strategies to control the shape,
pace, and evolution of the ideas during the general course
of a poem as do figures of thought, but as strategies for
creating a sense of movement and diction which is further
characterized by that "well-timed flash of sublimity"
which, in Longinus' terms, as already cited, "scatters
everything before it like a bolt of lightning and reveals
the full power of the speaker at a single stroke."
Quintilian defines these figures of speech as figures
related to "words, diction, expression, language, or style,"
which may be changed or removed without altering the sense
2
of the expression that contains them.
He further contends:
"There is no more effective method of exciting the emotions
"On the Sublime," Aristotle: The Poetics; "Longinus": On the Sublime; Demetrius; On Style (London:
William Heinemann, Ltd., 1927), p. 125. All textual references to this translation are hereafter cited by Sublime
and page number.
2
The Institutio Oratoria of Quintilian, trans. H. E.
Butler (London: William Heinemann, Ltd., 1953), III, 357.
All textual references to this translation are hereafter
cited by Institutes, volume number, and page number.
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than an apt use of figures.

For if the expression of brow,

eyes and hands has a powerful effect in stirring the passions, how much more effective must be the aspect of our
style itself when composed to produce the result at which
we aim?" (Institutes, III, 359).
Though a fact widely understood by the ancient
rhetoricians, the notion of figures as catalysts of emotion has not received much attention until relatively
recent times.

In his study of the functions of the rhetori-

cal figures, Brian Vickers, tracing the history of the
perception of their emotional and psychological potential,
notes that the rhetoricians have tended to discuss "the
figures in terms of the physical shape of the word-patterns
alone . . . hardly ever with reference to their meaning."I 3
The latter stress, he contends, should continue to be made,
for in addition to being "the conventional representation
of verbal patterns expressed in states of extreme emotion"

4

(an observation first advanced by Aristotle) the figures
are equally accurately to be regarded as "pockets of energy"
5
not as "husks," "dry-formulae," or as mere "tools."
Accordingly, Vickers argues that "as flexible . . . effective channels for quite varied states of mind or levels of
argument," each figure always has a function and, as well,
•^"The Functions of the Rhetorical Figures," Classical Rhetoric in English Poetry (London: Macmillan, 1970),
p. 121.
Ibid., p. 121.
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"within its own proper field a great variety of applications, an endless range of reference for literature."
Finally, he concludes:

"If the figures of rhetoric are

thought of as little reservoirs of energy, each having its
own general scope which is then given a particular form
and pressure by its context in a literary work, then it
follows that the range of each figure is as great as its
possible contexts"; and, that, moreover, "in the best work
of great writers each use of a figure is organically determined by the movement, emotional and intellectual, of the
7
poem . . . as a whole."
In addition to listing and describing the various
figures, the ancient rhetoricians also established certain
ground rules for their use—tempered by the spirit of
moderation—which should be mentioned briefly at the outset
of the study of the figures in Housman.

Longinus, for

example, observes that a rhetorical figure is generally
most effective when the fact that it is a figure is not
obvious (Sublime, p. 185). Similarly, Quintilian warns
that the successful use of figures can only be achieved if
they are "not excessive in number nor all of the same type
or combined or closely packed, since economy in their use,
no less than variety, will prevent the hearer from being
surfeited."

Quintilian also adds that although figures

are effective when "suitably placed," they become
^- • -

"^

. 122.
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perfectly fatuous when sought after overmuch" (Institutes,
III, 461, 505).
Another potential error in the use of figures,
according to ancient critical principles, is the failure to
employ them for their intended purpose, namely, to add
emotional force to the thought.
writes:

On this point, Quintilian

"There are some who pay no consideration to the

weight of their matter or the force of their thoughts and
think 'themselves supreme artists, if only they succeed in
forcing even the emptiest of words into figurative form,
with the result that they are never tired of stringing
figures together, despite the fact that it is . . . ridiculous to hunt for figures without reference to the matter"
(Institutes, p. 505) .

Addressing himself to the problem of

the proper placement of figures, Longinus praises Demosthenes' "force" and "terrific power of rhetoric," comparing
it, as also suggested, to a "flash of lightning or a
thunder-bolt" (Sublime, p. 165). The opportunity, he notes,
for sublimity of this kind comes in moments of "intensity
and violent emotion," and in passages where the writer
literally has to sweep the audience off their feet (Sublime,
p. 165). Further, in his discussion of the accumulation
of figures, Longinus notes that "the combination of
several . . . figures often has a supremely moving effect,
when two or three co-operate as it were together to contrihntf^ fnym^

r^r>r..r-i r^-h-: r^r. beauty" (Sublime, pp. 189-91).
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According to at least these two classical writers, then,
the poet must carefully place rhetorical figures and use
them sparingly, whether independently or in combination,
to give bare thoughts a transformation quite similar to
what Housman has called "an enhancement which glorifies and
almost transfigures them, and which is not perceived to
be a separate thing except by analysis."
The figures themselves are divided into three
groups by Quintilian:

1) figures governed by the addition

of elements, 2) those governed by the omission of elements,
and 3) those governed by "resemblance, equality, or contrast of words" (Institutes, ill, 461, 479, 485). This
mode of classification, as will be observed, is implicit
in the following discussion of Housman's figurative usage.
The first poem--"1887"—in Housman's first published
collection, A Shropshire Lad, may be cited as an illustration of the degree to which figures play a characteristic
role in Housman's verse.

In this instance, the figures are

chiefly of addition, Quintilian's first classification.
Housman's opening figure is anaphora, the v7ord
"From" being repeated at the beginning of lines one and
three:
^"The Name and Nature of Poetry," A. E. Housman:
Selected Prose, ed. John Carter (Cambridge: Cambridge
Univ. Press, 1961), p. 186.
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From Clee to heaven the beacon burns.

From north and south the sign returns.
The balancing of these one-line clauses, both of equal
structure and length, offers an example of compar (the
repetition of clauses equal in length).

Housman's principal

figure in the first stanza, however, is polyptoton (the use
of the same word in various cases), evident in the repetition, with slight variation, of the words "beacon" and
"burn":
From Clee to heaven the beacon burns.
The shires have seen it plain.
From north and south the sign returns
And beacons burn again.

(11. 1-4)

The figure provides Housman's description of the Golden
Jubilee celebration with a sense of completeness and offers
a framework for the directions established, of "from Clee
9
to heaven" and "north and south."
Further instances of
anaphora, "Look left, look right" and "To skies . . ./
To fields," function to sustain the emotional force of the
speaker's words by involving the audience in both visual
and verbal participation.
lines 15-16:

The paradoxical observation in

"The saviours come not home to-night:/

The two lines intersecting at right angles suggested by the directions in this stanza, taken with the
lines "Look left, look right" (1. 5) and "fire the beacons
up and down (1. 23) suggest the sign of the cross. Donne
uses a similar visual symbol in the "Elegie XIX" as has
been pointed out by W. W. Main in The Explicator, 10
(November 1951), 14.
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Themselves they could not save," is reinforced and made
more pointed by polyptoton, "saviours" being derived from
the root "save."

Finally, Housman employs his most effec-

tive figure in the last stanza, allowing it to work in
conjunction with larger figures of thought at work in the
poem.

The first line—"Oh, God will save her, fear you

not"—is the first of three instances of antimetabole
(inverting the order of repeated words to sharpen their
sense)' in this stanza.

In the line just mentioned, the

inverted vzord order is purely grammatical, following the
pattern: subject-verb/verb-subject.

The next two lines

employ the same figure in combination with polyptoton and
epanalepsis (the beginning and ending of a clause with the
same word or words) :

"Be you the m.en you've been,/ Get

you the sons your fathers got" (11. 30-31).

The vjords at

the beginning and end of each line are thus repeated in a
different form, and the clauses themselves repeat the
inverted grammatical structure.

The resultant effect of

the combination is to sharpen the sense of the words and to
heighten the contrast of the last line of the poem, which
proceeds in normal word order.
"The Recruit" (C£, p. 12) depends upon the figure
of epimone, or frequent repetition of a phrase, the latter
performing a structural function in the first lines of
both the first and last stanzas which begin with the
same clause:

"Leave vour home behind" (11. 1, 25). In
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contrast, the second, third, and fourth stanzas repeat the
clause:

"Come you home" (11. 5, 8, and 13). The strategic

repetition of this clause, however, has still another
function, the heightening of the sense of the words exactly
at the climax of the poem.

The effect can be seen in the

following illustration, the omitted lines allowing the
figure—and Housman's subsequent and deliberate departure
from it—to be clearly demonstrated:
Oh, come you home of Sunday

Or come you home of Monday

Come you home a hero
Or come not home at all, (11. 5, 9, 13-14)
This abrupt shift of line 14 (as may be seen in the figure
of thought of sustentatio which is also present) is intensified by the preceding, systematic repetition of the phrase
"come you home."

The ambiguity of "Come you home a hero/ Or

come not home at all" also derives some of its force because
it is structurally spotlighted by the use of epimone (the
frequent repetition of a phrase).
stanza—

Finally, in the last

Leave your home behind you,
Your friends by field and town:
Oh, town and field will mind you
Till Ludlow tower is dov7n.—
the figure of antim.etabole (11. 26-27), underscores the
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pattern of departure and return by its inverted structure
and recalls the thrice repeated clause, "come you home."
Although the poem "Reveille," (CP, p. 14) uses
anaphora as a very successful structural device, repeating
key words at the beginning of numerous repeated clauses to
reiterate the implication of the title:

"Wake . . ./

Wake . . ./ Up, lad . . ./ Up, lad . . ./ Up, lad . . . "
(11. 1, 5, 9, 17, and 28); yet, Housman's most artful use
of figures for structuring a poem is found in A Shropshire
L^d V (C£, pp. 15-16).

The success of the poem depends upon

the effective revelation of the gradually developing psychological states of the two characters in the dialogue.

The

young man, bent upon seducing the young lady, begins his
arguments first by making general references to the beauties
of nature, and then by gradually becoming more specific
about his own desires.

Each stanza is composed of two

parts: the seducer's argument and the young woman's
response.

Though his efforts have no consistent structure,

her replies are cast in the figure of compar, each employing epanalepsis as well.

Ironically, her replies begin

with the answer that the young man wishes to hear in
response to his ultimate demand, but unfortunately for
him, her subsequent replies grow progressively colder:
'You may, young man, you may."

'Tis true, voung man, tis true.'
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•Perhaps, young man, perhaps.'

'Good-bye, young man, good-bye.'
(11. 8, 16, 24, and 32)
Yet although the structure of the poem and, ultimately, its
meaning are dependent upon this figure; Housman is nonetheless able to delineate the alteration of her psychological
state subtly enough so that her last reply comes as something of a surprise, thus contributing to the figure of
thought, sustentatio, discussed earlier, which also operates
in the poem, as a figure of emphasis.
In contrast to the structured, almost playful
pattern of the young woman's replies, the young man's
persuasive attempts appear to be almost amorphous.

Close

scrutiny reveals, however, that the psychological state of
the young suitor also changes just as dramatically and
subtly, as that of his counterpart.

For he moves from

polite innocence—"Oh may I squire you round the meads/ And
pick you posies gay?" (11. 5-6)—to a somewhat bolder
advance "Suppose I wound my arm right round--" (1. 15);
after which he offers some straightforward advice:

"Then

keep your heart for men like me/ And safe from trustless
chaps" (11. 21-22) before making his final impassioned
demand:

"Oh, look in my eyes then, can you doubt?/ . . .

Be kind, have pity, my own, my pretty,—" (11. 25-31).

The

-'£ . 1 laeds in the normal patterns of
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logical reasoning through the first three stanzas.

The

fourth stanza, however, combines two rhetorical figures
familiar to the rhetoricians as indicators of intense
emotion: epitrochasmus (the swift movement from statement
to statement) and asyndeton (the avoidance of connectives).
The stanza goes as follows:
Oh, look in my eyes then, can you doubt?
—Why, 'tis a mile from town.
How green the grass is all about!
We might as well sit down.
— A h , life, what is it but a flower?
Why must true lovers sigh?
Be kind, have pity, my own, my pretty,—
'Good-bye, young man, good-bye.'
As may be seen, each of the first six lines of the stanza
consists of separate thoughts which move swiftly in succession to reflect the emotional intensity of the speaker.

The

last line of his plea, in particular—"Be kind, have pity,
my own, my pretty"—recalls Longinus' explanation of the
effect of asyndeton: viz., "The phrases drop out unconnected
in a sort of spate, almost too quick for the speaker himself. . . . The phrases being disconnected and all the more
rapid give the idea of an agitation which both checks the
utterance and at the same time hounds it on" (Sublime,
p. 189). Finally, with regard to the above stanza, in his
repetition of the word "pity" and the similar sounding
"pretty," and in his repetition of "my," he uses, respectively, paronomasia (playing on similar sounding words) and
diacope (the repetition of a word V7ith one or a few words in
,^vu; .^i^vM^ji LO'c jLiiie still more emotional force.
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Quintilian, in his general discussion of figures in
Institutes, calls attention to another figure (polysyndeton,
or the use of conjunctions between each phrase or clause)
which, though the structural opposite of asyndeton, also
involves "the massing together of words and phrases" for
the purpose of making the writer's statements "more vigorous
and emphatic," and producing on the whole "an impression of
vehemence such as might spring from repeated outbursts of
emotion" (Institutes, III, 477). This device, characterized
by the use of a conjunction between each phrase or clause,
is an effective emotional catalyst in A Shropshire Lad VIII
(CP, p. 20), adding force to the controlling figures of
thought previously discussed with regard to this poem.
Indeed, it is the repetition of "and" in the opening l i n e —
"Farewell to barn and stack and tree" (italics a d d e d ) —
which sets the emotional pitch of the speaker's psychological state.

Polysyndeton is used consistently throughout

the poem—nine of its twenty-four lines beginning with
"and."

Where this repetition also comes at the beginning

of successive phrases and clauses, anaphora is, of course,
likewise involved.

The last stanza of the poem, which

derives much of its power from diminished logical consequence, concentrates upon polysyndeton and anaphora to
emphasize the pathos of the speaker's situation:
'Long for me the rick will wait.
And long will wait the fold.
And long will stand the empty plate,
Ar>/^ /^TKir^ov- ^T-L]^! be cold.'
(11. 21-24, italics added)
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The repetition of "long" here also echoes the repetition in
the opening lines of the poem and hence creates a further
effect of intensification:

"'Farewell to barn and stack

and tree,/ Farewell to Severn shore."
^oth polysyndeton and asyndeton are used for a
different kind of effect in A Shropshire Lad XVI (CP, p. 29),
which begins:
It nods and curtseys and recovers
When the wind blov7s above.
The nettle on the graves of lovers
That hanged them.selves for love.

(11. 1-4)

The kinaesthesia suggested by the undulating rhythm of the
first line, "It nods and curtseys and recovers," is achieved
basically by the repetition of the conjunction between the
verbs.

This effect is carried over to the third line by

means of the figure of prozeugma (the use of a verb in an
initial clause which is omitted, though understood as
present, in subsequent clauses) forcing the reader to recall
the earlier verbs "nods," "curtseys," and "recovers" to
identify the "It" as a nettle.

As may be noted, Housman

introduces the nettle by name only after its movement to
and fro over the graves has been established.

The sense of

movement in the second stanza, on the other hand, is controlled by asyndeton:
The nettle nods, the wind blows over.
The man, he does not move,
The lover of the grave, the lover
That hanged himself for love.

(11. 5-8)

As may be observed. Housman removes all connectives and
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s t r a t e g i c a l l y a r r a n g e s the c l a u s e s and p h r a s e s so that the
m o t i o n o f the n e t t l e is c o n t r a s t e d w i t h the i m m o b i l e state
o f the "lover o f the g r a v e . "

To this e n d , the m o v e m e n t of

the n e t t l e and w i n d is e x p r e s s e d by two successive c l a u s e s ,
e a c h w i t h its o w n s u b j e c t and v e r b
n e t t l e n o d s , the w i n d b l o w s o v e r "

(hypozeuxis):
(1. 5 ) .

"The

These two c l a u s e s

are t h e n f o l l o w e d i m m e d i a t e l y by a deliberately

truncated

n o u n p h r a s e , "The m a n , " w h i c h is followed immediately after
b y a p a u s e , e f f e c t e d b y p u n c t u a t i o n , and the pronoun " h e , "
w h i c h s l o w s the r e a d e r even f u r t h e r — c a u s i n g h i m , as it
w e r e , to m a r k t i m e .

The verb p h r a s e "does not m o v e " then

e x p r e s s e s l i t e r a l l y the immobility already suggested by the
e f f e c t o f the r h e t o r i c .

The final two lines are controlled

by the f i g u r e s of e p a n a l e p s i s , "the lover" being repeated
a t the end o f the line

(1. 7 ) , and p o l y p t o t o n — i . e . , by the

r e p e t i t i o n o f the r o o t

("love") from w h i c h "lover" is

derived

(1, 8 ) ,

H o u s m a n thus u n d e r s c o r e s by m e a n s of the

f i g u r e s the s t i l l n e s s of d e a t h .
A s y n d e t o n and p o l y s y n d e t o n appear in Last P o e m s X
(CP, p . 109) in a c o n t r a s t i n g p a t t e r n , the o b s e r v a t i o n of
the p e r s o n a p r o v i d i n g a clue to the latter's f u n c t i o n :
B u t m e n a t w h i l e s are sober
A n d think by fits and s t a r t s .
A n d if they t h i n k , they fasten
T h e i r h a n d s u p o n their h e a r t s .

(11. 5-8)

T h e s a m e e f f e c t m a y b e seen in A S h r o p s h i r e Lad X L V I I I

(CP,

p . 7 2 ) : for w h e n H o u s m a n ' s speakers are thinking o u t loud,
„,„,
^-ibed in the p r e c e d i n g s t a n z a , by
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asyndeton.

However, when the thinking is over, the conclu-

sion may rush out in a torrent of phrases and clauses,
joined by the confunction "and."

Thus, the first stanzas

below capture the speaker in a moment of intense thought,
and his ideas come abruptly in the "fits" and "starts" of
asyndeton:
Be still, my soul, be still; the arms you bear are
brittle.
Earth and high heaven are fixt of old and founded
strong.
Think rather,--call to thought, if now you grieve a
little.
The days when we had rest, 0 soul, for they were
long.
Men loved unkindness then, but lightless in the
quarry
I slept and saw not; tears fell down, I did not
mourn; , . ,
The concluding lines of the poemt, on the other hand, are
controlled by polysyndeton, and the phrases roll out almost
unendingly as though from an unquenchable source

(italics

mine):
Sweat ran and blood sprang out and I was never
sorry:
Then it was well with me, in days ere I was born.
Now, and I muse for why and never find the reason,
I pace the earth and drink the air, and feel the sun.
Be still, be still, my soul; it is but for a season:
Let us endure an hour and see injustice done.
Ay, look: high heaven and earth ail from the prime
foundation;
•^^Housman uses similar contrasting patterns in A
Shropshire Lad XIII, XXI, LVIII; More Poems I, II, XXVIII,
XXX, XXXIII; Last Poems IX, and XI,
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All thoughts to rive the heart are here, and all are
vain:
Horror and scorn and hate and fear and indianation—
Oh why did I awake? when shall I sleep again?
(11, 7-16)
"To an Athlete Dying Young" (CP, pp. 32-33) makes
use of various figures of speech to control the structure
of the language, the latter being artistically reinforced
by their presence.

The first stanza of the poem recounts a

part triumph and the human response which had followed:
The time you won your town the race
We chaired you through the market place;
Man and boy stood cheering by.
And home we brought you shoulder-high.
In contrast, the second stanza describes a shift, both in
time and circumstance:
To-day, the road all runners come.
Shoulder-high we bring you home.
And set you at your threshold down.
Townsman of a stiller town.
The reversal of the young athlete's fortune suggested by
these opening stanzas is underscored by a parallel reversal
of the word order (antimetabole) in line four of the first
stanza and six of the second—viz,:

"And home we brought

you shoulder-high," "Shoulder-high we bring you hom.e"; and
the fact of his death, by the use of pronominatio, which,
according to the Ad Herennium, "designates by a kind of
adventitious epithet a thing that cannot be called by its
proper name,"

viz,: "the road all runners come" and

[Cicero], Ad C, Herennium; De Rationi Dicendi
(Rhetorica ad Herennium), trans, Harry Caplan, Loeb Classin^i T.ihr^rv (T.n^^r\rs•n • William. Heinemann, Ltd,, 1954), p. 335
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"townsman of a stiller town."

Finally, since the implied

consolation of the fourth stanza calls for the effects of
death to be som.ewhat diminished, Housman uses synecdoche
to reduce the effect to only the lad's eyes and ears:
Eyes the shady night has shut
Cannot see the record cut.
And silence sounds no worse than cheers
After earth has stopped the ears,
(11. 13-16)
The figure of metonymy has a similar effect in the
fourth stanza of "The V7elsh Marches" (CP^, p. 44) as Housman
draws upon the close association of blood and death to
intensify a hyperbolic description of war:

"VJhen Severn

down to Buildwas ran/ Coloured with the death of man"
(11. 13-14),

The most intensive use of figures in this

poem, however, is reserved for the closing stanzas, which
contain the speaker's dramatic revelation of anger and
frustration:
Here the truceless armies yet
Trample, rolled in blood and sweat;
They kill and kill and never die;
And I think that each is I,
None will part us, none undo
The knot that makes one flesh of two.
Sick V7ith hatred, sick with pain.
Strangling—When shall we be slain?

(11, 25-32)

Lines 27-28 in the above—"They kill and kill and never die;/
And I think that each is I"—combine the figures of diacope,
polysyndeton, and antimetabole.

The next stanza uses a

combination of commoratio, em.phasizing a strong point by
repeating it in different words:
„„,q^.i M

0Q^ . -.v^^v^u.

"None will part us, none

/-"l^ 29, 31); isocolon, by repeating
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phrases of equal length and structure (1. 31); and asyndeton,
resulting also in epitrochasmus, the swift movement from
statement to statement (11. 29-32).

The tension is built

even higher in the last two lines of the poem which combine
isocolon and epizeuxis in one question:

"How long, how

long, till spade and hearse/ Put to sleep my mother's
curse?"
A Shropshire Lad LI (CP, p. 76), cast basically in
the form of dialogue, is another poem in which the figures
supply an underlying movement which serves to reinforce its
general meaning, primarily by stressing the similarity
between the persona and the statue.

Wandering along the

gallery, the persona notes with interest a particular
statue,

Housman, in lines 4-5, uses what might first be

mistaken for pleonasmus (needless repetition), but which
on closer inspection reveals the clever use of antimetabole
to suggest, by the sheer movement of language, the double
take of the speaker as he notices the statue rather casually
at first, and then suddenly becomes captivated by its
particular kind of stillness:
Loitering with a vacant eye
Along the Grecian gallery,
And brooding on my heavy ill,
I met a statue standing still.
Still in marble stone stood he.
And steadfastly he looked at me,

(11, 1-6)

The repetition of the word "still" at the end of line four
and the beginning of line five involves the figure of
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anadiplosis, as it functions in this instance to place
emphasis upon the stillness implicit in the statue's marble
demeanor,

Housman then develops the comparison of speaker

and statue through the repetition of the word "we" V7hich
begins four successive clauses:
'We both were fashioned far away;
We neither knew, when we were young.
These Londoners we live among,

(11. 8-10)

Then, in a somewhat subtler way, Housman establishes two
emotional levels in the poem—one for the speaker, whose
language makes normal use of conjunctions, and another,
higher level for the more energetic advice of the statue,
whose speech is controlled by asyndeton, the absence of
connectives.

As may be seen by the italicized portions of

the following lines, the statue's speech uses anaphora, as
well, to stress both his identification with the persona
and his own endurance:
'What, lad, drooping with your lot?
I too would be where I am not.
I too survey that endless line
Of men whose thoughts are not as mine.
Years, ere you stood up from rest.
On my neck the collar prest;
Years, when you lay dov7n your ill,
I shall stand and bear it still.
Courage, lad, 'tis not for long;
Stand, quit you like stone, be strong.'
(11. 13-22)
In a different vein, the introductory poem to
Last Poems (CP, p. 95) makes extensive use of epistrophe,
the repetition of a closing word or words at the end of
several clauses; viz.:
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We'll to the woods no more.
The laurels all are cut.
The bowers are bare of bay
That once the Muses wore;
The year draws in the day
And soon will evening shut:
The laurels all are cut.
We'll to the v70ods no more.
Oh we'll no more, no more~
To the leafy woods away.
To the high wild V7o6ds of laurel
And the bowers of bay no more.
The use of this device is not typical of Housman because of
its obvious departure from his characteristic rhyme schemes,
and its use is not consistent with the advice he wrote to
his brother Laurence:

"It is not good to have two lines

with their last halves so much on the same model as the
12
pangs he bore and the wounds he wore. "
Two lines of the
poem (11. 1, 8) are identical (the figure of epimone);
three (11. 1, 8, and 9) illustrate ellipsis in their
omission of verbs; the repetition of the phrase "no more"
at the end of four of the poem's twelve lines (11. 1, 8, 9,
and 12) is a good instance of epistrophe.

The lines are

perhaps reminiscent of Milton's line "Nymphs and shepherds,
dance no more—," which Housman praised in his discussion
of emotion in poetry (S£, p. 192) .
Two final poems may be cited in conclusion as
representative instances of Housman's typical employment
"^^The Letters of A. E. Housman, ed. Henry Maas
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1971), p. 100.
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of classical figures of speech.

For example, ellipsis,

polysyndeton, and antimetabole play significant roles in
Last Poems XI (CP, p. 110). In line two:

"The sun is up,

and up must I" the elliptical expression "up must I"
serves also to underscore the figure of antimetabole, since
it helps to sharpen the contrast between sun and speaker—
the two thus being positioned at opposite ends of the line.
Housman's use of polysyndeton, through the repetition of
the conjunction "and"—eight times in three lines—helps
to suggest the monotony of the speaker's routine described
in the poem.

Then, at the height of his exasperation, the

speaker utters a rhetorical question (the figure of
erotesis) which intimates also, by significatio, the emptiness and lack of meaning in his life:

"Oh often have I

washed and dressed/ And what's to show for all my pain?"
(11. 6-7).
Finally, in More Poems III (C£, p. 160), the use of
epanalepsis serves to frame the introductory stanza and
emphasizes the superiority of the ancient empire which
time has transformed into "the perished nation":
For these of old the trader
Unpearled the Indian seas.
The nations of the nadir
Were diamondless for these.
The figure of antimetabole in the second stanza suggests
by structure and movement the reversal of fortune spelled
out in the remaining four stanzas of the poem:
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A people prone and haggered
Beheld their lightnings hurled:
All round, like Sinai, staggered
The sceptre-shaken world.
Finally, Housman uses anaphora to add force to the list of
reversals time has brought:
But now their coins are tarnished.
Their towers decayed away.
Their kingdom sv7ept and garnished
For haler kings than they;
Their arms the rust hath eaten,
Their statutes none regard:
Arabia shall not sweeten
Their dust, with all her nard.
They cease from long vexation.
Their nights, their days are done.
The pale, the perished nation
That never see the sun.

(11. 9-20)

The examples of classical rhetoric in the poems
discussed above are not by any means an exhaustive account
of Housman's use of the figures of speech, their selection
being primarily for the purpose of showing Housman's typical
usage.

All that has been really attempted is to shov; that

he was obviously aware of the range of the emotional and
psychological flexibility of the classical figures to function within a variety of contexts and deliberately used
them to achieve such effects.

He also seems to have been

quite cognizant of the restrictions advised by the Classical rhetoricians, for he on the v7hole avoids overusing the
figures, and, further, places them in those areas of his
poems where they V7ill both add force to the thought, and
underscore its meaning, by reflecting the emotional and
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pisychological states of his personae.

Indeed, the diction

and movement of many of his poems are controlled significantly by the rhetorical figures.
Not all modern critics, however—especially since
few take Housman's definition of poetry as literally as he
seems to have wished—would agree.

Christopher Ricks, for

example, writes:
We must not support Housman's provocative rearguard
action: 'Poetry is not the thing said but a V7ay of
saying it.' Yet the 'way' is legitimately part of
the total effect, and many of his poems show what is
said teasingly at odds with how it is said. His
sense of decorum, in fact, is a larger one than that
which oppresses a lot of contemporary verse, where we
find that the rhythm and movement simply say again
in their own medium V7hat the diction too is saying. ^^
Thus, Ricks, in overlooking the possible role of classical
rhetoric in Housman's verse, V70uld seem to be reading into
Housman's The Name and Nature of -Poetry more than is
actually there, seeking, as it were, to apologize for
Housman's incomplete explanation of what he sought in true
poetry.

Ricks' discussion of Housman's choice of a parti-

cular stanza for the illustration of praiseworthy diction
and movement will serve as a demonstration.

Ricks writes;

When he wished to commend diction and movement, why
did he choose (good though it is) a stanza by Daniel?
Come, worthy Greek, Ulysses, come.
Possess these shores with me:
13
"The Nature of Housman's Poetry," A. E. Housman:
A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Christopher Ricks
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968),
p. 109.
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The winds and seas are troublesome.
And here we may be free.
Here miay we sit and view their toil
That travail in the deep.
And joy the day in mirth the while.
And spend the night in sleep.
But the effectiveness of this stanza comes not just
from its diction and movement but from a fact unmentioned by Housman: that the Siren speaks to Ulysses.
The speaker is disowned or resisted even while we
read and are attracted; the movement may be free and
mirthful, but the whole sense of the lines is not so,
and the movement of Ulysses's reply is significantly
harsher. Like the best of Spenser, the emotional
effect of Daniel's lines is not simple, and they did
not come to Housman's mind just because of their
fluent diction and movement.^^
One can only point out, in response to Ricks' observation,
what is obvious, that the best of Spenser is not devoid of
classical rhetoric, and it is actually very possible that
the emotional effect of Daniel's stanza did come to Housman's mind because of the quality of its diction and movement, a quality provided in large part within that stanza
by the figures of epanalepsis (line 1 ) , antimetabole
(11. 4-5), anaphora (11. 7-8) , and the balanced contrast of
asyndeton and polysyndeton.

Daniel's stanza did impress

Housman, and the movement and diction of Housman's own
lines are perhaps worthy of Daniel's own: and for the same
reason—its use of the standard classical devices.
•"""^Ibid., pp. 110-111.
15
Ezra Pound also objects to Housman's selection of
Daniel's stanza, noting that it is "easier to parody than
to transcribe," in The Criterion (January 1934), 218. His
parody of the passage chosen by Housmsn, however, serves
to demonstrate his own insensitivity to classical rhetoric
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in the lines, for he omits all the figures except the
epanalepsis in the first line:
Come, tumtum Greek, Ulysses, come
Caress these shores with me:
The windblov7n seas have wet my bum
And here the beer is free.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The discussion of A. E. Housman's classicality,
which began with the critics of the thirties, still remains
a recurrent theme in most critical attempts to assess the
nature of his poetry.

Norman Marlow's perceptive study of

classical literary influences upon him in A. E. Housman:
Scholar and Poet, 1958,

and Gerard Reedy's study, "Hous-

man's Use of Classical Convention," a decade later, indicate
that interest in this aspect of his poetry is very much
2
alive.
In fact, the notion of Housman as a classical poet
has become almost a critical commonplace, climaxing perhaps,
with G. K. Chesterton's contention that he was "one of the
3
one or two great classic poets of our time."
The real issue underlying all of the attention
given to Housman's classicality must focus ultimately upon
an assessment of its significance in providing an understanding of his poetic theory and his practice as a poet.
(Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1958),
pp. 42-63.
2
Victorian Poetry 6 (Spring 1968), 51-61.
3
As cited by Christopher Ricks m A. E. Housman:
A Collection of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 1.
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His well-known acumen as a classical scholar strongly
suggests that he possessed a keen sense of the scope and
persuasive power of classical rhetorical principles.

True

to their spirit and substance, he avoids prescribing in his
poetic theory a set of rules for the poet, choosing,
instead, to suggest some of the fundamental laws by which
true poetry, in his definition, has been observed to manifest itself.

His concern for the careful selection of

poetic ideas, his emphasis upon the role of pathos in his
explanation of the function of poetry, his attention to
order and structure in composition, and finally, his admiration for a controlled style allowing well-timed flashes of
emotional intensity—all combine to make him a classical
critic, not only in his chief critical work The Name and
Nature of Poetry, but in statements in his letters, and in
his essay on Swinburne as well.
Much of the controversy among critics concerning
the meaning of The Name and Nature of Poetry has arisen
from the fact that the essay has not been seen in its
proper perspective as a statement infused V7ith classical
principles which received their earliest expression in the
works of ancient classical critics.

In fact, the presence

of classical rhetoric in both Housman's criticism and his
poems (and it is trusted that the preceding discussions
have adequately demonstrated this in both metiers) is the
one single element which can unify his poetic theory, his
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poetry, and his rich background as a classical scholar into
a consistent whole—a factor pre-eminently necessary in
order to preclude an injustice to his achievement as a
critic and man of letters.

The significance of the classi-

cal figures of "thought" and "diction" in his poems is
that they do demonstrate the singleness of identity in
Housman the critic and Housman the poet with which critics
in recent day have taken issue: a feeling voiced clearly
in Bob J. Curey's conclusion that "we probably should defer
to Housman's evaluation of his own powers of critical
appreciation and look at The Name and Nature of Poetry as
having little significance V7ith Housman's practice as a
poet."^
Another tendency of modern proponents of "new
criticism" has been to force Housman into a "Romantic"
mold, one which allows no room for classical elements in
either his poetic theory or his poetic practice.

Actually,

as has been clearly demonstrated earlier, Housman's use
of classical rhetoric tends to be independent of such intermediate traditional influences as Romanticism.

This is

certainly not to deny, of course, that Romantic elements
exist in his poetry.

In fact, F. W. Bateson's assertion

that Housman's poetry is "the apparent union of two . . .
qualities--a classic concision of style and a romantic
4
Bob J. Curey, "A. E. Housman: A Study of Irony in
A .qh-ror>c;h i rf:^ j.nri " nice Wayne State Univ. 19 69, p. 34.
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extremism of temperament"

5

may be true; and, quite possibly,

the various kinds of tension arising from this contrast of
form and sentiment provide his poetry with a source of
power which is itself independent of that born of classical
rhetoric alone.

Nevertheless, it is difficult to deny

Bateson's major observation that Housman's "Romanticism" is
subordinate to the classical qualities of his verse:
Although it may not be immediately clear to the modern
reader, A Shropshire Lad bears much the same disrespectful relation to the poetry of its period that his
devastating review of Schulze's Catullus . . . bears
to its scholarship. This was the 'decadent' phase of
English Romanticism. Yeats and Lionel Johnson had
both brought out their separate Poems in 1895; Ernest
Dowson's Verses came out in 1896. And Swinburne was
still, of course, in full spate . . . . With A Shropshire Lad Housman in effect turned his back, ostentatiously and offensively, on all that twaddle. Whereas
the typical Romantic poem, from 'The Ancient Mariner'
to 'The Ballad of Reading Gaol,' was diffuse and
repetitive, with occasional brilliant details but far
too often careless and slovenly, going on and on and
on, a Housman poem is short, precise, and the very
reverse of slovenly in the details of its poetic
craftsmanship. It is true that Housman's poetry is
still, in the final analysis, "Romantic," but the concentration of style in his best work obscures any
underlying similarity by the exhilarating energy that
is the immediate impression the reader obtains from
it.6
What the present study would maintain is that "the concentration of style in his best work" is the result of a
classicism that is essentially traditional in form.
^"The Poetry of Emphasis," A. E. Housman:
tion of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 134.
^Ibid., p. 133.

A CollecPrentice-
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In the same sense that Housman's classical style
sets him apart from the "Romantics," his classically
governed sense of diction separates him from the Victorians,
of whom he wrote:

"It is now customary to say that the

nineteenth century had a . . . lingo of its own.

A lingo

it had, or came to have, and in the seventies and eighties
the minor poets and poetasters were all using the same
supposedly poetic diction.

It was imitative and sapless,

but not preposterous: its leading characteristic was a
7
stale and faded prettiness."
In regard to Housman's break
from this "lingo," Bateson goes so far as to say:

"The

historical significance of . . .Mr. Housman is in the
sphere of diction.

The tendency of Victorian poetry has

been to reduce little by little the number of living words
and to substitute for them the Praetorian cohorts of romantic poetic diction. . . .Mr. Housman . . . rebelled
o

against this tendency."
Besides setting him apart from the major trends of
earlier Romantic and Victorian poetry, Housman's classicality also plays an equally important role in separating
him from some of the most influential poets and critics of
the contemporary period, especially of the 1930's.

His use

"^Selected Prose, ed. John Carter (Cambridge:
bridge Univ. Press, 1961), p, 178,

Cam-

^English Poetry and the English Language (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1934), p, 120.
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of classical figures of "thought" is, for instance, a major
point of departure from the "modern" poetry exemplified by
Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot, and others influenced by them.
Classical rhetoric, particularly in its figures of
"thought," is necessarily composed of what Joseph Frank has
called "a succession of words proceeding through time," and
he justly concludes that "literary form, to harmonize with
the essential quality of its medium, must be based primarily
9
on some form of narrative sequence."
In his essay,
"Spatial Form in Modern Literature," Frank pinpoints the
origin of a pivotal aspect of "modern" poetry in Ezra
Pound's definition of the image as "that which presents an
intellectual and emotional complex in an instant of time."
Frank writes:
The implications of this definition should be noted:
an image is defined not as a pictorial reproduction
but as a unification of disparate ideas into a complex
presented spatially in an instant of time. Such a
complex does not proceed discursively, in unison with
the laws of language, but strikes the reader's sensibility V7ith an instantaneous impact. Pound stresses
this by adding . . . that only the instantaneous presentation of such complexes gives 'that sense of
sudden liberation; that sense of freedom from tim.e
limits and space limits; that sense of sudden growth,
which we experience in the presence of the greatest
works of art.'
. . . And if we compare Pound's definition of the
image with Eliot's description of the psychology of the
poetic process, we can see clearly how profoundly this
conception has influenced our modern idea of the nature
The Widening Gyre: Crisis and Mastery m Modern
Literature (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1968), p. 6.
"'-^Ibid., p. 9.
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of poetry. For Eliot, the distinctive quality of a
poetic sensibility is its capacity to form new wholes,
to fuse seemingly disparate experiences into an organic
unity. The ordinary man, Eliot writes, 'falls in
love, or reads Spinoza, and these two experiences
have nothing to do with each other, or with the noise
of the typewriter or the smell of cooking; in the mind
of the poet these experiences are always forming nev7
wholes. . . .'
Such a view of the nature of poetry immediately gave
rise to numerous problems. How was more than one image
to be included in a poem? If the chief value of an
image was its capacity to present an intellectual and
emotional complex simultaneously, linking images in a
sequence would clearly destroy most of their efficacy.
Or was the poem itself one vast image, whose individual components were to be apprehended as a unity?
But then it V70uld be necessary to undermine the inherent consecutiveness of language, frustrating the
reader's normal expectation of a sequence and forcing
him to perceive the elements of the poemi as juxtaposed
in space rather than unrolling in time.
This is precisely what Eliot and Pound attempted in
their major works.^1
In The Waste Land, for example, Frank suggests that—
syntactical sequence is given up for a structure
depending on the perception of relationships between
disconnected word-groups. To be properly understood,
these word-groups must be juxtaposed with one another
and perceived simultaneously. Only when this is done
can they be adequately grasped; for, while they follow
one another in time, their meaning does not depend on
this temporal relationship. The one difficulty of
these poems, which no amount of textual exegesis can
wholly overcome, is the internal conflict between the
time-logic of language and the space-logic implicit
in the modern conception of the nature of poetry.12
These observations have a definite application in
respect to Housman's atypical position in the tradition of
British poetry at the turn of the century, for in his
frequent reliance upon the classical figures of "thought,"
•^•••Ibid., pp. 9-11.

^^Ibid., pp. 12-13.
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he employs strategies which, in keeping V7ith the inherent
order of language, require a narrative time-sequence and a
significant number of words in succession in order to shape
the thought content of the poem.

These two requirements are

particularly true with respect to the figures of analogy,
commemoratio, and sustentatio, which demand narrative
sequences of some length.

It is true that the classical

figures of "speech" often attain sudden "flashes" of intensity, but the figures of "thought" lack the immediate, or
the near-instantaneous, juxtaposition of contrarieties
found in the Pound-Eliot manner.

It is to this classical

limitation that Jacob Bronowski objects when he attacks
Housman's rhetoric for its high "ratio of words to
thought." 13 It is useful at this point to recall Housman's
belief that poetry should function to "set up in the
reader's sense a vibration corresponding to what was felt
by the writer,"

and we should give greater weight than

has been customary to the phrase "set up" because the classical figure of "thought" in Housman is frequently the
rubric by which he directs the reader to experience the
"vibration" felt by the poet.

Furthermore, this "vibra-

tion" is not "oscillation, moving to and fro like a
"'"'^"Alfred Edward Housman," The Poet's Defence
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1939), p. 228,
Housman, p. 172,
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pendulum" as Christopher Ricks suggests, but is, instead,
the thrill of emotional im^pact which, according to Housman,
occurs when poetry attains its highest promise to "stab
15
the heart" and "take the breath away."
The pendulum
analogy conceived by Ricks—if it is applicable at all—is
more appropriately an account of the sequentially developing figure of "thought" which leads to the desired emotional
response, rather than a description of that response.
Granting the evident contrast in style and method
between A Shropshire Lad and The Waste Land, we should find
it surprising, indeed, that some critics have seen similarities in Housman and Eliot.

Louis MacNeice writes, for

example, that Housman's "trick of ironic juxtaposition
. . . was an anticipation of what T. S. Eliot did on a
wider scale with less deference to the reader,"

Quite

possibly, the "deference to the reader" that he attributes
to Housman results from Housman's professed intention to
affect the reader in a definable V7ay as V7ell as from the
relative clarity of the classical figures he employs.
As the present study has attempted to show, much
of the emotional impact of Housman's best poems comes from
the carefully designed strategies by which the thought
content evolves—chiefly through the important principle of
-^^Ibid.
"'"^"Housman in Retrospect," Nev7 Republic, 102
(April 29, 1940), 583,
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significatio as defined in the Ad Herennium, which he
achieves by the use of traditional classical figures of
"thought,"

In addition, various classical figures of

"speech" provide his poems with a quality of movement and
diction, which in turn, serve to support and reinforce the
figures of "thought,"

To claim that classical rhetoric

accounts for the total effect of Housman's poetic achievement has not been the intent of this study.

Perhaps V7ith

a similar qualification in mind, T, R, Henn writes:
"A, E. Housman gave a balanced and profound account of his
own emotional reactions to the composition of poetry, and
to the physiological symptoms which accompany it.

The

rhetoric—I use the term in its best sense—which produces
these emotions, would appear to be immensely complex in
its workings," 17
To overlook the role of classical rhetoric in
Housman, in the most general sense, would be to disregard
that force in his work which drav7S the phases of scholar,
poet, and critic represented in his work into a consistent
whole and establishes for him a truly singular position
in British poetry at the close of the nineteenth century—
separating him. from the style and diction of the immediately
preceding literary eras, but isolating him as well from the
"'"'^Longinus and English Criticism (London:
Univ, Press, 1934), p. 148,

Cambridge
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modern movement of the thirties and from the respect of
many of the "new critics" who v/ere to follow.
The true extent and significance of Housman's
classicality must still av7ait its fullest assessm.ent and
appreciation, perhaps, from a generation of critics yet to
come.

In reference to another age which drew heavily upon

classical rhetoric, C. S. Lewis once v7rote:
Nearly all our older poetry was written and read by
men to whom the distinction between poetry and rhetoric, in its modern form, v7ould have been meaningless.
The 'beauties' which they chiefly regarded in every
composition were those which we either dislike or
simply do not notice. This change of taste makes an
invisible wall betv7een us and them. Probably all our
literary histories, certainly that on which I am
engaged, are vitiated by our lack of sympathy on this
point. If ever the passion for formal rhetoric
returns, the V7hole story will have to be rev7ritten
and many judgements may be reversed.18
In any case, it is a certainty as the above pages suggest,
though perhaps sketchily, that the classics taught Housman
V7hat his Introductory Lecture delivered to the faculty of
University College London suggests they should teach all
men, namely, "to discriminate betv7een what is permanently
attractive and what is merely fashionable or popular,"nl9
Above all it may well be that his use of classical rhetoric
will prove to be the one enduring element which nov7 keeps —
and will in the future keep—his poetry alive.
•^^As cited by Brian Vickers in Classical PJietoric in
English Poetry (London: Macmillan, 1970), p. 166.
19
Housman, p. 11.
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